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ABSTRACT 
 Our understanding of olfaction has been built on the study of 
monomolecular (pure) odors, which are easily obtained and well characterized 
chemically.  For most species social odors have far greater biological relevance than 
typical monomolecular odors, but much less is known about the neural circuits that 
process them. Three studies were conducted to further explore the neural pathways that 
process social odors in mice.  
In Study 1, a Go-No-Go olfactory discrimination task was used to ask whether 
social odors are more salient stimuli than non-social odors in males and females under 
different hormonal conditions. Performance (percent correct) was greater in males than 
females, and poorer in subjects without circulating gonadal hormones when mice were 
required to discriminate between two social odors (male versus female urine), but not 
when non-social odors (banana versus peppermint) were used.  This suggests that social 
odors are more salient stimuli than non-social odors but only when gonadal hormones are 
present. 
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The piriform cortex (PC) is the primary cortical target for volatile odors processed 
by the main olfactory system (MOS); whether the PC responds to social odor volatiles is 
not known.  In Study 2 I recorded extracellularly from PC pyramidal neurons before and 
during exposure to urinary volatiles or amyl acetate (banana) in anesthetized males.  
Neuronal spiking was strongly dependent on testosterone levels.  Notably, social odor 
exposure only weakly induced spiking, which contrasts with the strong behavioral effects 
these odors are known to induce, so it is likely that other, unknown pathways are more 
important for their detection. 
Non-volatile components of social odors are processed by the accessory olfactory 
system (AOS); however, the role of the AOS during ongoing social interactions is not 
clear.  In Study 3 I used optogenetic activation of the AOB during mating to enhance 
signaling in the AOS of males; I found that this stimulation significantly increased 
copulatory behavior efficiency, suggesting that AOB activity during mating facilitates 
males’ sexual arousal and reproductive performance. 
Overall these results reveal new properties of social odor processing in mice: sex 
differences, dependence on gonadal hormones, and a role during ongoing behavioral 
interactions. 
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The goal of this dissertation is to shed more light on understanding the role of 
main and accessory olfactory systems in processing social odors, and the involvement of 
gonadal hormones that modulate the processing and perception of these social odors to 
ultimately produce a highly adaptive mating behavior in male mice.  Three major 
questions addressed are: 1) are there sex differences in the ability of mice to discriminate 
socially relevant (urinary volatiles) versus socially irrelevant (monomolecular chemical 
odors) in an odor-dependent, thirst motivated operant task, and in addition, what is the 
role of gonadal hormones on the ability to learn and perform these odor discrimination 
tasks (Chapter 2)  2) Using single unit recordings, how do pyramidal neurons in the 
piriform cortex (PC) of male mice respond to socially relevant urinary volatiles, and does 
gonadal status of an animal affect these responses (Chapter 3)  3) Does selective, 
optogenetic stimulation of the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) affect behavioral 
responses to socially relevant same- or opposite-sex urinary odors and facilitate mating 
(Chapter 4)?   
The sense of smell is present and preserved in even single-celled organisms like 
E.coli and Salmonella, as they navigate away or toward chemical repellents or attractants.  
This hints that the sense of smell in evolutionary terms might be one of the earliest 
senses.  In rodent species like mice, the ability to seek out a mate, avoid inbreeding, 
correctly identify the reproductive status of a mating partner, and maintain territorial and 
social dominance all rely on correct processing of pheromones (Batty 1978, Brock et al 
2013, Kaur et al 2014).  Female mice like many other female mammalian species are 
sexually receptive only during a restricted period during the “estrous” cycle, where they 
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will mate with males and are reproductively fertile.  One of the principal signals that 
broadcasts the reproductive state and receptivity of female mice are pheromones, which 
are chemical signals that may exert both physiological and behavioral changes in 
conspecifics.   
 Research done in mice and rats has shown that urinary odors contain pheromonal 
cues that can exert powerful effects on the recipient (Petrulis 2013). In male mice such 
odors can cause a rise in luteinizing hormone (LH) and increase levels of testosterone (T) 
(Coquelin & Bronson 1980, Coquelin et al 1984, Knoth et al 1988, Macrides et al 1975, 
Purvis & Haynes 1974), and exposure to group-housed female urine or adult male urine 
can delay puberty in juveniles (Jemiolo & Novotny 1994).  Another pheromone effect on 
male mouse physiology can be seen in the sperm density of mice.  Researchers have 
found that male mice that are housed with female bedding, giving them exposure to 
female pheromones, exhibit an increased sperm density compared to males that are 
housed in clean bedding (Koyama & Kamimura 2000). It is important that males 
accurately detect and process female pheromonal information as mice in the wild tend to 
be solitary and so the ability to seek out mating partners and to remain in close contact to 
the odor source are critical for reproductive success (Johnston 2003).  
 Similarly male pheromonal odors can induce profound changes in female mice. 
Juvenile female mice exposed to male pheromonal odors have been reported to have 
accelerated onset of puberty (Vandenbergh 1969), a phenomena now referred to more 
commonly as the “Vandenbergh Effect”.  Another classic effect attributed to male 
pheromones is called the “Bruce Effect”, in which exposure to pheromonal cues from a 
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novel (unfamiliar) male mouse blocks the pregnancy of a female recently inseminated by 
a familiar male (Bruce 1969). 
The remainder of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section will 
describe the role of pheromones or social odors in rodent courtship and mating behavior. 
The second section will be devoted to understanding the brain areas implicated in the 
processing of social odors.  Finally, the third section will discuss the role of the male 
hormone testosterone and its role in processing of social odors at the neuronal level that 
ultimately influences behavior. 
I.  PHEROMONES 
Conscious perception of our environment comes to us through our 5 primary 
sensory systems (visual, auditory, somatosensory, gustatory and olfactory) and the 
perception of this sensory information from the environment drives our behavior.  In 
order to survive and reproduce successfully animals must coordinate their behaviors with 
members of the same species.  Sex-specific behavioral communication can be done using 
either sight, audition, or through emitted chemical odors, commonly known as 
pheromones. Understanding the mechanisms of sensory perception and its influence on 
behavior is one of the cornerstones of neuroscientific pursuit.  The olfactory system is 
unique in being the only sensory system that has a direct connection from the sensory 
apparatus to the limbic system, bypassing the thalamus (Shepherd 2005).  The limbic 
system presides over autonomic and endocrine functions, and is a well-known to be 
involved in emotion, motivation and arousal: all of the essential components needed for 
successful sexual behavior.  
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Mice rely on the olfactory system to navigate the environment around them. They 
use the sense of smell to forage for foods and use this system to perceive predators from 
afar allowing them to maintain a safe distance. But another important use of the olfactory 
system is to enable communication with conspecifics through means of pheromonal 
chemical messages.  Researchers have long known that scents from female silk moths 
attract male silk moths from long distances. Adolf Butenandt was the first to identify the 
insect pheromone bombykol from the female silk moth (Bombyx mori) (Butenandt A et al 
1959), which they later identify as the “sex-attractant” or ‘sex-scent”, that lures male silk 
moths. The actual term “pheromone” was then coined and defined in detail by Karlson 
and Luscher in their paper (Karlson & Luscher 1959).  
Pheromones are constructed from compounds produced in various glands, 
including the preputial, extraorbital lacrimal, coagulation, foot-sole glands, sebaceous, 
anal, vaginal, and salivary glands (Tirindelli et al 2009).  One of the richest sources of 
rodent pheromones comes from urine.  Researchers have known for a long while that 
rodents use urinary pheromones to mark their territories to display their social dominance 
and territoriality (Hurst et al 1997). Another equally important use of urinary pheromones 
is to communicate one’s sexual state to an appropriate mate.  Rodent urinary pheromones 
advertise the presenter’s health, age, social standing, and sexual receptivity to available 
mates, which increases the chances of finding a suitable mating partner.  Male mice, for 
example, show a strong preference to investigate soiled bedding or urinary odors of 
females that are in an estrous (receptive) state than if the odor is from an ovariectomized 
or non-estrous female (Kavaliers & Kinsella 1995, Keller et al 2006b). Similarly, it has 
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been shown that female mice prefer to investigate gonadally intact male urine over 
castrated male urine (DiBenedictis et al 2012).   
Pheromones can be either volatile or non-volatile.  Volatile pheromones are odors 
of low molecular weight that are dispersed in air and can travel long distances from the 
odor source. An example of a volatile pheromone is (Methylthio) methanethiol (MTMT), 
which is found only in male mouse urine. This compound significantly enhance the 
attractiveness of male urine to female mice (Lin et al 2005). Non-volatile pheromones on 
the other hand are odors that are of high molecular weight, grounding them close to the 
odor source and require physical contact between the animal and the emitter of that 
pheromone for detection.  Because such pheromones do not disperse in air and remain at 
the source of the odor, they are an ideal form of communication for advertising territorial 
holdings and qualities of mate suitability (Hurst & Beynon 2004). Several non-volatile 
compounds that act as pheromones have been identified in mice, including the exocrine 
gland-secreting peptide 1 (ESP1) found in male tear fluids that is known to enhance 
sexual receptivity in female mice (Haga et al 2010).  Another non-volatile pheromone 
from the ESP family is ESP22, which is emitted by sexually immature juvenile mice and 
has been claimed to inhibit and prevent sexual behavior in wild-type adult males towards 
juveniles (Ferrero et al 2013). Darcin is yet another classic example of a non-volatile 
urinary pheromone that consists of a single major urinary protein (MUP) from male mice.  
Darcin (named after Mr. Darcy, the dashing protagonist in Jane Austen's novel "Pride and 
Prejudice") has been studied extensively and been clearly shown to promote female 
attraction to male urine (Roberts et al 2012).  In a conditioned place preference test, a 
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single exposure of darcin to female mice evoked a conditioned place preference that 
lasted for up to 2 weeks with no additional exposure to the odor for that time period 
(Roberts et al 2012).  Scent marking with such a highly potent sexual attractant allows 
females to more easily locate males in the wild and increases the odds of successful 
reproduction. Recently two carboxylic acid steroid metabolites from female mouse urine 
were isolated (cortigynic acid and corticosteronic acid),when presented to male mice not 
only increased male investigatory and mounting behavior towards female mice but also 
saw robust neuronal response in the mitral cells of the AOB neurons to these isolated 
female urinary chemicals (Fu et al 2015).   
At the physiological level exposure to these pheromonal odors has been shown to 
increase neuronal activity, which has commonly been estimated by quantifying protein 
levels of the immediate early gene c-fos.  For example, exposure to male and female 
urinary pheromones induces Fos protein throughout the accessory olfactory pathway, 
from sensory neurons in the vomeronasal organ (VNO) to the AOB to the medial 
amygdala to portions of the hypothalamus (MPOA) (Brock et al 2012, Halem et al 1999).  
Single neuron recordings done in mouse AOB output neurons (i.e., mitral and tufted cells 
or M/T) show that when animals engage in physical contact with a pheromonal odor 
source robust and sustained (up to ~15 – 20 seconds) levels of neuronal firing are evoked 
towards both male and female conspecifics (Luo et al 2003).   
Robust electrophysiological activity is also seen in MOB mitral/tufted cells of 
female mice towards both male and female urine, indicating that MOB M/T cells are 
broadly tuned to detect urinary odors.  However, it was also found that some MOB M/T 
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cells fire exclusively towards male urine, indicating the existence of “specialist” cells 
(Lin et al 2005).  Understanding how the MOB and AOB detect and process urinary 
odors that are chemically complex will give us insights into the coding strategies used by 
the neurons to represent pheromonal odors and hopefully lead to a better understanding 
of the behavioral changes that occur in the presence of urinary pheromones.    
II. OVERVIEW OF THE OLFACTORY SYSTEMS 
Sensory systems gather information from the environment and turn it into 
electrochemical signals that our brain can recognize and interpret. Rodents process 
chemical cues via multiple odorant processing sub-systems; the main olfactory system 
(MOS), accessory olfactory system (AOS), Grueneberg ganglion (GG), and septal organ 
of Masera (SO).  Both the GG and SO receptors are known to respond to mechanical and 
thermal stimuli, detect alarm pheromones and might possibly play an important role in 
detecting the timing of inhalation and exhalation phase of respiration (Ma 2010, Mori et 
al 2014). This dissertation however will focus only on the pheromonal chemosignals 
processed by the MOS and the AOS.   
Until recently it was believed that the MOS and the AOS are not only 
anatomically distinct but also distinct in function.  Found in most vertebrates, the AOS 
for a long time was considered to be the sole system for the detection of non-volatile 
pheromones; the MOS, on the other hand, was thought to detect only general volatile 
odors not involved in social communication.  However recent advances in 
electrophysiology and imaging techniques have shown that both the MOS and AOS can 
respond to the same odorant. For example, a known mouse urinary pheromone, 2-
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heptanone, elicits a strong signal in both the MOB and AOB (Xu et al 2005).  In another 
study the volatile odor dimethylpyrazine, which was known to be detected by MOS was 
also shown to be detected by sensory neurons in the mouse VNO (Leinders-Zufall et al 
2000).   
Therefore, the overlap in function of the two olfactory systems complicates the 
question of what role each plays in processing olfactory information involved in social 
communication.  The experiments described in this thesis will attempt to tease apart what 
these unique roles may be.  First, however, the anatomy and basic function of the two 
systems will be described. 
THE MAIN OLFACTORY SYSTEM 
Volatile odor transduction starts when odorant molecules in the air enters the 
nasal cavity through the nostrils of air-breathing mammals either during passive 
breathing (inhalation) or during active sniffing.  These inhaled odor molecules are 
detected by specialized olfactory receptors located in the olfactory epithelium. The 
olfactory sensory neurons are bipolar in structure with a dendritic knob containing 5-20 
thin cilia on the epithelial surface and a single unmyelinated axon that travels towards the 
main olfactory bulb (MOB) through the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone. Odorants in 
the mucus membrane bind to one or more of the ~1000 different receptor types that 
activate an olfactory specific G-protein, Golf  (Buck & Axel 1991). This activation of Golf 
in turn triggers the stimulation of adenylate cyclase type III resulting in the generation of 
cyclic AMP (cAMP).  When the intraciliary concentration of cAMP reaches a threshold, 
cAMP opens a cation-selective cyclic nucleotide-gated channels located in the ciliary 
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membrane (Bakalyar & Reed 1990). The influx of Na+ and Ca+ into the cilia generates an 
inward depolarizing current, and the increase in cytoplasmic concentration of Ca+ opens 
Ca+–gated Cl- channels that provide membrane depolarization and action potential 
generation of the olfactory sensory neurons (Ebrahimi & Chess 1998).   
The single unmyelinated axon from the olfactory epithelium propagates the 
odorant induced depolarization to MOB glomeruli, which are specialized structures in the 
MOB periphery incoming axons from olfactory receptor neurons make synaptic 
connections with the apical dendrites of M/T cells, the primary projection neurons in the 
main olfactory bulb (Vassar et al 1994).  Axons from olfactory sensory neurons that 
express the same odorant receptor type are dispersed in distinct zones throughout the 
epithelial sheet and converge with extreme precision in one or two of the 1,800 olfactory 
glomeruli in the mouse MOB (Mori & Shepherd 1994).  The axons of M/T cells project 
widely to the “olfactory cortex”, which includes the piriform cortex (PC), anterior 
olfactory nucleus (AON), lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) and olfactory tubercle (OT) 
(Haberly 2001, Haberly & Price 1977).  Another important area M/T cells project to is 
the medial amygdala (MeA) (Kang et al 2009, Miyamichi et al 2011, Sosulski et al 2011).   
Classically it is considered that MOS is responsible for detecting only air borne 
volatile odorants.  Studies have shown that lesions of the MOE in male and female mice 
results in severe deficits in sexual behavior and loss of innate preference to investigate 
opposite sex urinary pheromones despite a functional AOS (Keller et al 2006b, Keller et 
al 2006c). The MOE disruption also disrupted sexual behaviors: mounting behavior in 
males (Yoon et al 2005) and lordosis in females (Keller et al 2006a) .  The presence of 
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direct projections from the MOB to the MeA in rodents (Kang et al 2009, Pro-Sistiaga et 
al 2007) is of particular relevance to this thesis as the MeA has traditionally been thought 
to receive olfactory information solely from the AOB. Tract tracing studies reveal that 
MeA neurons (both its subdivisions; anterior MeA and posterior dorsal MeA) target 
multiple forebrain sites like posterior bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) and 
posteromedial cortical amygdala (PMCOA) that are known to be involved in motivated 
behaviors to opposite sex pheromonal odors (DiBenedictis et al 2014, Pardo-Bellver et al 
2012). Functional studies that looked at immediate early gene expression in these 
forebrain regions innervated by MeA showed that urinary volatiles also induce a Fos 
response (Kang et al 2009, Martel & Baum 2009b). Such anatomical and functional 
evidence coincides well with behavioral data showing that simply removing the VNO 
does not affect either male or female mice’s ability to detect between urinary odors, 
however their innate preference to investigate and spent more time with opposite sex 
urinary odors is reduced by VNO lesion (Pankevich et al 2004).   
Volatile odors are processed by the main olfactory system, which sends a large 
projection from M/T cells in the MOB primarily to anterior regions of the piriform cortex 
(aPC). The piriform cortex (PC) is the largest cortical region that receives direct axonal 
input from M/T cells of the MOB.  The PC is a tri-laminar structure with glutamate-
releasing pyramidal cells as the primary excitatory neuron (Suzuki & Bekkers 2007). 
Layer 1 of the PC is very sparsely populated by any neuronal cell bodies except for the 
interfascicular neurons (IFN) (Larriva-Sahd 2010), and also contains two types of 
inhibitory GABAergic interneurons, neurogliaform and horizontal cells. Layer 2 contains 
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densely packed principal pyramidal neuronal cell bodies that are categorized into 
superficial and semilunar pyramidal cells. Layer 2 also contains bitufted GABAergic 
neurons, which provides both the feedforward and feedback inhibition of neurons in layer 
2. The 3rd layer contains a lower density of primary pyramidal neurons compared to 
layer 2 and are called deep pyramidal neurons (Suzuki & Bekkers 2010).  Recent tract 
tracing studies on PC have corroborated earlier studies that axonal projections from 
individual M/T cells spread diffusely throughout the PC (Litaudon et al 2003, Miyamichi 
et al 2011). Calcium imaging study strongly support the idea that odor representation in 
the PC differs greatly from olfactory representation at the OB or other neocortical 
sensory areas where cells that respond to similar stimulus features are clustered together 
in an organized spatial pattern (Stettler & Axel 2009).  In the visual and auditory system 
neurons project in an organized manner from one area to the next to main retinotopy or 
tonotopy, respectively (Kaas 1997); no such neuronal organization is seen in the PC.  The 
odorant evoked activity pattern in PC suggested that urinary pheromones activate 
pyramidal neurons that are widely distributed with no apparent spatial organization. 
Odor-induced Fos activation pyramidal neurons in the PC revealed that there are no 
apparent spatial organization or “chemotopy” in the PC in regards to odor quality 
(concentration) or identity (Illig & Haberly 2003).  Similar results from another study that 
looked at odor evoked activity in the PC using calcium imaging also found that anterior 
piriform cortex (aPC) pyramidal neurons show no apparent odorant map or spatial 
preference in response to either monomolecular odors or complex urinary odors (Stettler 
& Axel 2009).  The apparent lack of spatial organization in the PC for volatile odors, 
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particularly complex urinary pheromones critical for social communication might be the 
first clue in understanding the role of PC.  When compared to mitral cell ensembles 
piriform cortical ensembles were significantly better at decorrelating overlapping odor 
mixtures, which directly supports the hypothesis that PC might be the area in olfaction 
where pattern separation and completion occurs which are critical mechanisms for  
making precise odor discrimination and generalization behaviors (Wilson 2009). Given 
that PC is one of the primary targets of the MOB and an active area of research in 
olfaction due to the hypothesis that PC might contain mechanisms required for pattern 
separation and completion which might make it possible for PC to perceive odorant as an 
complete object rather than a collection of independent chemical features (Wilson 2009), 
it is surprising that there is little data documenting how the PC processes socially relevant 
urinary odors and whether sex hormones modulate neuronal activity. As far as I know 
there is only one study that looked at how PC neurons respond to urinary and non-social 
chemical odors (Payton et al 2012).  One of the primary goals of this dissertation is to 
systematically investigate how neurons in the PC respond to biologically relevant urinary 
odors and how response to these odors might differ from the responses to the odor of a 
monomolecular chemical like amyl acetate. A secondary goal of this study is to examine 
whether the male hormone, testosterone, modulates the response of PC neurons to 
biologically significant urinary odors.   
THE ACCESSORY OLFACTORY SYSTEM 
Various mammalian species engage in a particular behavior called the “flehmen 
response”.  This is a behavior typically seen in carnivores like cat where they typically 
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lick at an odor, curl back the upper lip, and hold that posture while deeply inhaling for 
several seconds, usually in presence of female odors (Verberne & de Boer 1976).   
Flehmen behavior is seen significantly more in male buffaloes and rams in response to 
estrous females than in any other reproductive state (Blissitt et al 1994, Sankar & 
Archunan 2004).  This intraspecific flehmen behavior is thought of as a way to carry non-
volatile odor pheromones from the odor source close to the nose which ultimately led to 
the discovery of the VNO (Estes 1972).  
The VNO is the sensory apparatus for the AOS, which is the system that responds 
to non-volatile pheromones. In rodents the VNO is located at the base of the nasal 
septum.  Sensory neurons in the VNO neuroepithelium express seven-transmembrane, G 
protein coupled receptors (VRs) from two distinct families, V1R and V2R, that are each 
different in their function as well as spatial organization (Dulac & Axel 1995). A third 
class of putative pheromone detecting receptors, known as the formyl-peptide receptors 
(FPRs) are also found in the VNO (Liberles et al 2009). These FPRs in conjunction with 
V1R and V2R play an important role for the detection of peptides found in urinary odors 
which plays an important in motivating animals to seek out appropriate mating partners 
and alters them to social cues related to gender, age, social status, and individuality 
(Isogai et al 2011, Kimoto et al 2005, Leinders-Zufall et al 2000, Riviere et al 2009).   
A vascular pumping mechanism delivers stimuli through a thin tubular duct into 
the lumen of the VNO where the primary sensory neurons are located (Meredith et al 
1980).  This pumping mechanism is activated when animals are engaged in active 
investigation of odor stimuli (aroused state) and are in close contact with the odor 
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(Meredith 1994).   In functional studies that looked at the role of VNO where they either 
genetically or surgically disabled AOB neurons show that VNO is critical for pheromonal 
odor processing. Surgical removal of VNO in male mice show severe deficits in their 
sexual performance (number of mounts with intromission) when exposed to female mice, 
compared to controlled non-VNO lesioned males (Clancy et al 1984).  Male rodents 
consistently show a surge in their Luteinizing hormone (LH) followed by an increase in 
testosterone levels when they are exposed to opposite sex female or their urinary odors, 
but VNO lesioned male mice show no such surge in the their LH levels (Wysocki et al 
1983).   
When animals come in close contact with non-volatile pheromonal odors a 
vascular pumping mechanism in the lumen of vomeronasal cavity mobilized odorant 
molecules to come in contact with the sensory receptors (Meredith et al 1980).  Axonal 
projections from VNO sensory neurons then synapse with dendrites of AOB M/T cells, 
which in turn project to the MeA, a structure that has been referred to as the 
“vomeronasal amygdala” (Kevetter & Winans 1981).  From the MeA, axons extend to 
hypothalamic areas, including the medial preoptic area (mPOA), ventromedial 
hypothalamus (VMH) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST), regions that are 
known to participate in the control of male and female behaviors (Blaustein & Erskine 
2002).   
VNO sensory neurons that express V1R project to anterior glomeruli in the AOB 
while V2R receptors project to the posterior AOB (Martini et al 2001). Mitral/tufted 
apical dendrites from the AOB receive excitatory synaptic input from VSNs in the 
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glomerular layer.  The AOB glomeruli are stacked on top of each other and are smaller in 
size (10-40µm in diameter) than MOB glomeruli (100-200 µm in diameter) (Yokosuka 
2012). Electrophysiological recordings from the AOB of anesthetized mice have shown 
that urinary odors and saliva from conspecifics activate AOB mitral cells and that they 
respond differentially to male and female urinary odors (Ben-Shaul et al 2010).  
However, there are other studies that did report that in anesthetized mice volatile odors 
also activate AOB mitral cells (Sam et al 2001). Recordings from AOB mitral cells in 
fully awake behaving mice show that activation of AOB neurons requires direct nasal 
contact the odor source (Luo et al 2003).  It also showed that unlike mitral cell activation 
which responds to odors rapid and abruptly, AOB mitral cell gradually increase their 
excitations and their peak response can be as late as ~18 seconds from the initial contact 
with the odor source (Luo et al 2003).  The differences between neuronal activation in 
AOB in anesthetized and fully awake subjects might be due to engagement of the active 
pumping mechanism in the VNO that is required during investigation of odors, which 
does not occur in the anesthetized animal.   
The vast majority of AOB efferents are sent to the medial amygdala, which in 
turn projects to downstream targets in the hypothalamus. Electrophysiological recordings 
and assessment of immediate early gene expression in male mice have shown robust 
sexually dimorphic MeA neuron responses to opposite sex partners or their urinary odors 
(Bergan et al 2014, DiBenedictis et al 2012, Samuelsen & Meredith 2009).  Numerous 
hodological and functional studies have been carried out to understand the role of the 
MeA in reproductive, defensive, aggressive and parental function (DiBenedictis et al 
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2012, Kondo 1992, Li et al 2004, Morgan et al 1999, Wang et al 2013).  Another area 
that AOB axons project to is the posterior medial cortical amygdala (PMCO).  Both the 
MeA and PMCO project to the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH).  This dedicated 
circuitry from the VNO to the hypothalamus strongly suggests that pheromones play an 
important role in reproduction. Pheromone induced pre-copulatory and copulatory 
behavior is an enormous area of research and summarizing it would be beyond the scope 
of this introduction. For the sake of this dissertation I will only cite few selected 
references that look at the role of urinary pheromones in mate recognition and copulatory 
behaviors like ultrasonic vocalizations and scent marking behavior.  (Arakawa et al 2008, 
Hammerschmidt et al 2009, Hoffmann et al 2012, Keller et al 2006c, Mandiyan et al 
2005, Pankevich et al 2006b).  
As we described earlier, the olfactory information from the AOS and MOS 
converge in the MeA. This arrangement may facilitate integration of chemical cues from 
each olfactory system to enable activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) 
axis that coordinates endocrine and neural responses to pheromonal odor stimuli 
(Cattanach et al 1977, Meredith 1998, Petrulis 2013).  This synergistic merging of two 
streams of olfactory information in MeA that projects to downstream diencephalic 
structures known to control mate recognition and motivation to seek pheromonal odors 
might be the most critical region for successful procreation. Our mission in this 
dissertation is to shed more light into this motivational circuitry and to try to understand 
the relative contribution of the main and accessory olfactory system in animal courtship 
and mating behavior. 
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III. ROLE OF HORMONES  
Testosterone is crucial for male mouse sexual behavior, both in terms of 
appetitive and pre-copulatory investigative behavior and consummatory or copulatory 
behavior (Hull & Dominguez 2007).  Given the importance of gonadal hormones in the 
control of sexual behavior, it is not surprising that these hormones strongly influence 
olfaction and olfactory-dependent behavior.  Gonadal hormones influence both the 
detection and production of pheromones.   Experiment carried out by Lawrence Katz’s  
group using solid-phase micro-extraction of male mice urinary volatiles have shown that 
castrated male mice urine profile have only 57 peaks in the gas chromatography (GC) 
compared to 112 peaks present in gonadally intact male mice urine (Lin et al 2005). 
Pheromonal composition of urine is highly dependent on the androgen state of the male 
rodent, and work done in this area has shown that gonadally intact male urine contain 
compounds that are absent in castrated or immature male mice (Harvey et al 1989, 
Novotny et al 1984). Female rats show preference to investigate male rats that have 
higher levels of circulating testosterone (Xiao et al 2004).  
Given that androgen receptors are found on MOB mitral cells as well as in the 
piriform cortex of rats (Simerly et al 1990) it is surprising that there is little information 
documenting the role and effects of testosterone on neuronal activity in the olfactory 
system.  In an early study of this topic, single unit recordings from the MOB of castrated 
male rats following administration of testosterone increased the response magnitude of 
M/T neurons in the MOB to female urinary odor (Pfaff & Pfaffmann 1969). In another 
study administration of estradiol directly into the MOB of gonadectomized male and 
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female mice, augmented their memory retention of non-pheromonal odors that were 
presented 30 minutes earlier (Dillon et al 2013).  In a food motivated radial arm maze test 
female mice with higher estrogen levels performed better on a memory retention task 
compared to females that had low circulating estrogen (Pompili et al 2010). Castrations in 
rats have been reported to impair spatial memory, as castrated rats committed more errors 
compared with gonadally intact male rats in a T-maze test (Daniel et al 2003). Research 
also shows that estrogen receptors are present in the VSNs and play an important 
modulatory role in the processing of pheromonal odors (Cherian et al 2014).  Rona 
Delay’s lab has shown that estradiol decreases VSNs response to urinary odors and 
sulfated steroids (Cherian et al 2014). These are some of the prime examples of how 
odorant mediated behavior in rodents is altered by endocrine status of the animal. There 
are also studies that looked at the role of gonadal hormones in augmenting odorant 
memory. Castration has been shown to decrease male mice’s preference for opposite-sex 
urinary odors (Bean et al 1986) and in a food motivated, go/no-go odor discrimination 
task performance of gonadectomized male rats with no circulating gonadal hormones was 
severely attenuated compared to gonadally intact male rats (Doty & Ferguson-Segall 
1989). This finding suggests that gonadal sex steroids influence animals’ ability to learn 
odor discrimination task even after repeated trials. However, studies that have looked at 
hormonal influences on olfactory discrimination in mice in general and in male mice in 
particular are very few.  In another study using a food motivated 2-choice test, 
gonadectomized female mice given estradiol benzoate (EB) showed marked 
improvement in their ability to detect low concentrated odors compared to 
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gonadectomized male mice that were given EB (Sorwell et al 2008).  Moreover, odor-
sampling or “sniffing” behavior was decreased in gonadectomized female mice that were 
given EB treatment.  This study shows that gonadal sex steroids not only influence 
odorant detection sensitivity but also alters odor sampling sniffing behaviors.  In female 
mice, for example, it has been proposed that high levels of progesterone occurring during 
the diestrus phase of the estrous cycle result in selective ‘silencing’ of the VNO in 
response to male pheromones (Dey et al 2015).  This study suggests that the hormonal 
state of an animal can alter the ability to detect a particular subset of cues, while 
maintaining the ability to detect and respond to other cues.  Whether these effects of 
gonadal sex steroids can be attributed to sensory processing mechanism at the MOE-
MOB and VNO-AOB level or at the sensory integration sites like PC is yet to be studied. 
However, no systematic studies have examined the responsiveness of piriform cortex, 
which receives the predominant proportion of direct output from the MOB. Therefore, in 
this proposal the first two aims are devoted to understanding the role of the main 
olfactory system in processing volatile socially relevant urinary odors and to how 
olfactory processing of these odors in male rodents can be modulated depending on the 
presence or absence of circulating gonadal hormones.   
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Figure 1.1: 
Figure illustrates projection pathways from sensory epithelium to forebrain regions for 
the two main olfactory systems, the Main olfactory system (MOS, orange) and accessory 
olfactory system (AOS, brown). Abbreviations used: MOE, main olfactory epithelium; 
MOB, main olfactory bulb; VTT, ventral tenia tecta; AON, anterior olfactory nucleus; 
OT, olfactory tubercle; Pir, piriform cortex; ACo, anterior cortical amygdala; PLCo, 
posterolateral cortical amygdala; MeA, Medial amygdala; MePD, medial amygdala 
posterior dorsal; Ent, entorhinal cortex; VNO, vomeronasal organ, AOB, accessory 
olfactory bulb; BST, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; BAOT, bed nucleus of the 
accessory olfactory tract; ME, medial amygdala; PMCo, Posteromedial cortical 
amygdala; MPA, medial preoptic area; VMH, ventromedial hypothalamus; PM, 
premammillary nucleus. Figure is adapted from (Cherry & Baum 2017) 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Gonadal hormones, but not sex, affect the acquisition and maintenance of a Go/No-Go 
odor discrimination task in mice 
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ABSTRACT 
 In mice, olfaction is crucial for identifying social odors (pheromones) that signal 
the presence of suitable mates.  We used a custom-built olfactometer and a thirst-
motivated olfactory discrimination Go/No Go (GNG) task to ask whether the ability to 
discriminate between volatile odors is sexually dimorphic and modulated by adult sex 
hormones.  Males and females that were gonadectomized prior to training failed to learn 
even the initial phase of the task, which involved nose poking at a port in one location 
and moving to an adjacent location where water was delivered.  When animals were 
gonadally intact both male and female subjects readily learned to receive a reward by 
seeking water when male urine (S+) was detected but not when female urine (S-) was 
present, and they also quickly learned to perform the task when non-social odorants 
(amyl acetate, S+; peppermint, S-) were used.  When these mice were gonadectomized 
after training the ability of both sexes to discriminate urinary or non-social odors was 
reduced; however, after receiving testosterone (castrated males) or estradiol benzoate 
(ovariectomized females), task performance was restored to pre-gonadectomy levels.  
There were no overall significant sex differences in performance across gonadal 
conditions in tests with either set of odor stimuli; however, gonadectomized females did 
perform more poorly than gonadectomized males in tests with non-social odors.  Our 
results show that circulating sex hormones enable mice of both sexes to learn a GNG task 
and that gonadectomy reduces, while hormone replacement restores, the ability of both 
sexes to discriminate between odors irrespective of the saliency of the odor stimuli used.  
Thus in a procedure in which performance was motivated by thirst, gonadal hormones 
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were essential for both learning and maintenance of task performance across sex and odor 
type. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many animals navigate the world using their olfactory system to provide 
information about common environmental odors as well as social odors produced by 
conspecifics.  In rodents and other mammals, including pigs, humans (Diamond et al 
2005, Doty et al 1985) and non-human primates (Laska et al 2006), not only have sex 
differences in olfactory detection and discrimination abilities been reported but these 
abilities also depend on gonadal hormones.  However, reports on the effects of sex and 
hormonal condition on olfaction are conflicting. For example, whereas an early study in 
male rats indicated that castration had no effect on the detection of diluted estrous female 
urine (Carr & Caul 1962), gonadectomy impaired the improvement in odor detection 
after repeated testing usually seen in gonadally intact male rats (Doty & Ferguson-Segall 
1989) and decreased the preference of male mice to investigate opposite-sex volatile 
urinary odors (Bean et al 1986).  Meanwhile, detection thresholds for urinary volatiles 
was improved in GDX male mice by treatment with estradiol benzoate, and in humans, 
increased sensitivity to a panel of odorants after repeated exposure occurred in females of 
reproductive age, but not in prepubertal or post-menopausal females (Dalton et al 2002).  
Thus, despite early reports, the general consensus is that gonadal hormones improve 
olfactory function.   
The effects of sex on odor-dependent tasks are similarly inconsistent.  When 
compared directly, GDX female mice detect urinary volatiles at far lower concentrations 
than GDX males in habituation/dishabituation tests (Baum & Keverne 2002, Pierman et 
al 2006).  In pigs, females are more sensitive to androstenone (a volatile steroid excreted 
in male pig saliva) and are able detect concentrations of androstenone five times lower 
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than males (Dorries et al 1991, Dorries et al 1995).  In another study that relied on an 
operant odor discrimination task with both urinary and non-urinary volatile odors (where 
food was the reward) GDX male mice that were given daily SC injection of 17β-estradiol 
benzoate (EB) performed significantly better and learned significantly faster than EB-
treated GDX females (Wesson et al., 2006).   
Gonadectomy results in deficits in both the acquisition and maintenance of a 
variety of spatial memory tasks in both sexes (Daniel et al 2003, Gibbs et al 2004, Kritzer 
et al 2001, Sandstrom et al 2006).  In many cases, treating gonadectomized subjects with 
sex-appropriate gonadal steroids restored normal functions, suggesting that gonadal 
hormones are required for normal learning.  The effects of gonadectomy on non-spatial 
operant tasks is less clear, with some studies reporting deficits following gonadectomy 
(Ceccarelli et al 2001) and others failing to find any effects (Gibbs 2005, McKeever & 
Deyo 1990, Spritzer et al 2008).  Little is known about the role of gonadal hormones in 
the acquisition of odor-dependent tasks that require training to perform.  Previously, it 
proved difficult to train gonadectomized mice of both sexes during the initial phases of a 
2-choice odor detection task (Sorwell et al., 2008).  In that study, only 4 of 10 males and 
7 out of 12 females reached the required criterion.  Indeed, in Wesson et al. (2006), prior, 
unsuccessful attempts to train mice in an olfactometer led to the decision to give mice 
replacement steroid immediately following gonadectomy before beginning training.   
To clarify the roles of sex and gonadal hormones on the acquisition and 
maintenance of odor-dependent tasks, we compared the performance of male and female 
mice on a thirst motivated go-no-go (GNG) task both before and after gonadectomy as 
well as after gonadal hormone treatment.  Gonadectomies were performed either before 
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training or after the GNG task had been learned.  In addition, tests were conducted using 
biologically salient odors used in social behavior (male vs female urine), as well as with 
non-social monomolecular chemical odorants (amyl acetate vs peppermint) to which 
mice had no prior exposure.   
Material and Methods 
Subjects: 
Male (n = 14) and female (n = 14) CFW mice were purchased at 5-7 weeks of age 
from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA, USA).  All the procedures involving 
animals were approved by the Boston University Institutional Animal Care Use 
Committee (IACUC).  Animals were group housed (4 per cage) in same-sex cages under 
a 12:12h reversed light: dark cycle (lights off at 8 am).  All behavioral tests were carried 
out during the dark phase of the cycle.  All mice were sexually naïve and had no direct 
contact with members of the opposite sex. Food was given ad libitum but water was 
restricted beginning 24 hr prior to day 1 of training. During the training period, the water 
reward level for each mouse was recorded.  Most animals received all their water needs 
from the two 20-minute daily training sessions. The few animals that performed poorly 
during any particular test (i.e., received <50 water rewards per test session) were given 
access to water for 20 minutes at the end of the 2nd training session.  Subjects were 
weighed daily to ensure that body weight did not fall more than 20% from the pre-water 
deprivation baseline.   
Odors: 
Urine was collected in metabolic chambers from 4 gonadally intact males (IMU) 
and 4 gonadally intact females (IFU), no effort was made to monitor the estrous cycle in 
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the females, that were not otherwise included in the study.  Urine collected from multiple 
days was pooled and stored at -80°C.  Amyl acetate (AA) and peppermint (PM) (Sigma 
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) were used as non-social odors.  IMU and AA were arbitrarily 
chosen as the rewarded (S+) odors and IFU and PM as the non-rewarded (S-) odors.  
Odors were placed in 25-ml glass vials at a total volume of 10 ml.  Urine was diluted 
1:10 in DI water, while AA and PM were diluted 1:10 in mineral oil.  At the end of the 
each day of testing session the odors were discarded and fresh odors were prepared on the 
next day of testing. 
Go/No-Go Test Box: 
The GNG testing box was a Plexiglas square shaped box (26.5L x 20W x 30H 
cm) that contained two ports (1.5 cm in diameter 5 cm apart: the odor port in which odors 
were presented and the water port that dispensed water rewards).  Both ports were 
equipped with infrared (IR) beams so that when a nose poke occurred the IR beam was 
interrupted.  Odors were presented using a custom built olfactometer (Verhagen et al 
2007) that was controlled via an Arduino UNO microcontroller using Arduino software.  
The olfactometer was made of stainless steel manifolds, Teflon tubing and dedicated 
connector lines to individual 25-ml glass odor vials to avoid cross-contamination of odor 
streams.  House air under pressure was filtered through activated charcoal and used to 
deliver odors from the odor vial headspace.  When animals were not nose-poking, a 
vacuum was on to remove odors from the manifold, preventing odors from exiting 
through the port.  However, once odors were introduced in phase 3, nose-poking turned 
off the vacuum allowing subjects to sample the odor.  Nose removal initiated introduction 
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of the odor for the next trial (S+ or S-) into the manifold and the vacuum was restored 
until the next nose-poke.  
Procedure 
All mice underwent bilateral gonadectomy under 2% isoflurane anesthesia.  
Animals were given analgesic on the day of surgery and for the next two subsequent days 
(carprofen, 5 mg/kg, s.c.).  Mice in the first cohort (n=7 males; n=8 females) were 
gonadectomized prior to any behavioral testing and given 3 weeks to recover before 
GNG training began.  Mice in the second cohort (n = 7 males and n = 6 females) were 
initially left gonadally intact through olfactory discrimination training and testing first 
with urinary odors followed by non-social odors, but then were gonadectomized.  After 3 
weeks of washout from gonadal hormones, these mice were re-tested in the GNG task 
again using the urinary followed by non-social odors.  After these tests, males began to 
receive daily, subcutaneous injections of either testosterone (T; males; 3mg/kg in sesame 
oil) or 17β-estradiol benzoate (EB; females; 1µg in sesame oil) (Martel & Baum 2009a, 
Wesson et al 2006).  Injections were given for 7 days prior to resuming GNG testing with 
the non-social odor pairs, followed by the urinary odor pairs, and continued until testing 
was completed.  Animals were given 2-3 day rest periods (where water was presented ad 
libitum) after testing with one set of odors was completed and before training began with 
the next set of odors. The entire testing sequence is depicted in Figure 2.1. 
Training  
 Animals were given 4 phases of training (see Figure 2.2 for a summary).  Subjects 
were always given 10 minutes to habituate to the apparatus prior to any training or 
testing.  All testing was done in a dark room, during the dark phase of the light/dark 
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cycle, with a white light above the testing chamber indicating the start of every new trail 
or to indicate a correct response, and the light turning off indicating a time-out or false 
response. Every mouse was required to successfully complete criteria for each phase 
(described below) before advancing to the next phase.  
Phase 1: (Training to locate and receive water at the reward port) 
Mice were first habituated to the test box and only the water port was open.  Each 
time the mouse nose poked the water port, ~20 µl was dispensed concurrent with a 3 sec 
tone. Each session lasted for either 20 minutes or 200 nose-pokes, whichever occurred 
first. Mice were trained twice per day for 3 days until the criterion of >50 pokes per 
session was reached. 
Phase 2: (Training to nose poke at the odor port to receive water reward) 
Phase 2.1:  the presumptive odor port was made accessible for nose-poking 
alongside the water port. To begin each trial, animals were first required to nose-poke at 
the odor port, which would trigger a 15 second auditory tone during which animals were 
allowed to visit the water port to receive water.  This duration (and the tone duration) was 
gradually shortened to 5 seconds in later sessions.  Failing to nose-poke at the water port 
within the allotted time resulted in a 5 sec timeout wherein the overhead white light was 
turned off and nose poking at either port during the timeout would result in 5 sec added to 
the timeout.  
Phase 2.2:  once the animals successfully learned to nose-poke at the odor port 
followed by the water port within 5 sec, animals were trained to increase the nose-poke 
duration within the odor port. Animals were required to keep their snout in the odor port 
for 1.1 seconds before visiting the water port.  Mice were trained twice per day (morning 
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and afternoon) until a criterion of >50 pokes per session for three consecutive sessions 
was reached.   
Phase 2.3: the S+ odor (IMU or AA) was introduced.  Subjects were required to 
maintain nose-poking for at least 1.1 sec. After this time subjects then had a 5 sec 
window in which to visit the water port; an IR beam break resulted in water delivery.  
Mice were trained in this phase for 2-3 days and the auditory tone was phased out at this 
stage.  
Phase 3: (Odor discrimination training) 
The S- odor (IFU or PM) was gradually introduced.  Initially the S+ odor was 
presented in 80% of trials and the S- in 20% of trials.  When the S- odor was detected, 
mice were required to remove their nose from the odor port and wait for 5 sec before 
going back to the odor port to sample the next odor.  Failure to wait for 5 sec by either 
nose poking either the water or odor port resulted in a 5 sec timeout.  Animals were 
trained on this phase for 6 days during which the frequency of S- was incrementally 
increased to 40%. 
Phase 4: (Odor discrimination test) 
S+ and S- odors were presented at an equal frequency to test the ability of 
subjects to correctly discriminate between odors. Phase 4 tests were conducted over 4 
consecutive days.  To insure that mice would receive a sufficient amount of water the 
total number of trials mice were given per day was 100. 
Statistical Analysis 
The mean total number of water rewards received per day in phase 1 was 
examined using 2-way repeated measures ANOVA separately for each sex with Gonadal 
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Status (intact or gonadectomized) and Day as factors.  In phase 2.1 the mean total number 
of water rewards received on the final day of testing were compared between groups 
using 2-way repeated measures ANOVA (Sex X Gonadal Status).  For subjects that 
advanced to phase 4 testing, performance was scored in daily trials as total percent 
correct, which included trials performed correctly when the S+ was present (going to the 
water port) in addition to the trials performed correctly when the S- was present (not 
going to the water port).  To determine whether animals performed at different levels 
across the 4 days of phase 4 testing, one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were carried 
out separately for each group in tests with each of the odor sets.  Because no consistent 
differences in performance across days were seen for any group, scores were averaged for 
the 4 days of phase 4 testing for each group.  Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs 
were then carried out separately for social and for non-social odors to compare the total 
percent correct discriminations scored by each sex across all three gonad/hormone 
conditions (gonad intact, gonadectomized only, gonadectomized + hormone 
replacement).  Student-Newman-Keuls were used post hoc where appropriate.  Finally, to 
compare directly the level of performance when social vs non-social odors were used, a 
difference score was created by subtracting, for each subject, the mean total percent 
correct scored in the phase 4 tests with social odors from the corresponding score 
obtained in the tests with non-social odors.  These difference scores were then subjected 
to 2-way repeated measures ANOVA with sex and gonad/hormone condition as factors.  
Statistical calculations were performed using SigmaPlot11.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, 
CA).  
RESULTS 
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In phase 1 (training to locate and receive water reward) both gonadectomized and 
gonadally intact mice of both sexes learned the task of locating the water reward port and 
steadily increased their water intake over the 3 days of testing (Figure 3).  There were no 
effects of gonadectomy on water intake in either sex [male: F(1,13)=1.18, p=0.30; 
female: F(1,14)=0.07, p=0.80], although in males there was a statistically significant 
Gonadal Status X Day interaction [F(2,26)=3.61, p=0.04], which reflected greater initial 
intake by gonadectomized subjects on day 1 and less intake on day 3 compared to 
gonadally intact males.  However, in phase 2 gonadectomized subjects failed to learn that 
nose poking at the odor port signaled the availability of water at the reward port (Figure 
2.3).  In gonadectomized females there was no difference between water rewards 
obtained on day 1 versus day 7 [t(7)=2.03, p=0.08]; and although gonadectomized males 
received more water rewards on day 7 than day 1 [t(6)=2.74, p=0.03], they received far 
fewer on day 7 than gonadally intact males (mean + SEM for gonadally intact = 82.9 + 
24.6; for gonadectomized = 17.4 + 2.0).  Comparing scores between groups on Day 7, 
there was a statistically significant difference between gonad-intact vs gonadectomized 
mice [F(1,27)=13.4, p<0.001], but there was no sex difference [F(1,27)=0.02, p=0.90] 
and no Sex X Gonadal Status interaction [F(1,27)=0.61, p=0.44], indicating that 
gonadectomy equivalently impaired acquisition of the task in both sexes.  
Examining performance in the GNG task during the final test phase when S+ and 
S- trials were introduced at equal frequency revealed a strong effect of gonad/hormone 
condition on odor discrimination ability (Figure 2.4).  For urinary odor tests the total 
percent correct discriminations was significantly affected by gonad/hormone status 
[F(2,22)=15.3, p<0.001].  Post hoc tests showed that gonadally intact and hormone 
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replaced mice performed comparably and each group was significantly performed at 
higher levels than the gonadectomized only groups.  Meanwhile, there was no effect of 
sex and no interaction of sex and gonad/hormone status on performance [sex: 
F(1,11)=0.97, p=0.35; sex X gonad/hormone: F(2,22)=0.16, p=0.85].   
Similar results were obtained when non-social odors were used: there was a 
significant effect of gonad/hormone condition [F(2,22)=6.7, p=0.005] (Figure 2.4).  Post 
hoc tests revealed that the gonad intact groups performed better than the gonadectomized 
only groups, but that performance of the hormone replaced groups did not differ 
significantly from gonad intact or gonadectomized subjects.  And, while there was no 
overall sex difference [F(1,11)=2.16, p=0.17], there was a statistically significant 
interaction [F(2,22)=3.8, p=0.04] such that gonadectomized females performed more 
poorly in discriminating non-social odors relative to gonadectomized males.   
A comparison of the level of performance in tests with social odors versus tests 
with the non-social odors indicated that odor type was not a factor: no effects of sex or 
gonad/hormone condition and no interaction between these factors [sex: F(1,11)=1.2, 
p=0.30; gonad/hormone: F(2,22)=1.19, p=0.32; interaction: F(2,22)=1.99, p=0.16].  
Thus, mice performed the urinary odor discriminations at the same level as was observed 
in tests with non-social odors. 
DISCUSSION 
Using a water-motivated odor discrimination task we asked whether male and 
female mice in different gonadal states could perform a basic discrimination between 
male and female urinary volatiles, or between amyl acetate and peppermint.  If 
gonadectomized prior to learning the task, mice were unable to learn to nose-poke in one 
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port to obtain water in another port.  Even after learning, there was a strong effect of 
gonadal status on performance with little indication for a sex difference. The only 
noticeable sex difference was seen during the non-social odor GNG task, where the 
absence of gonadal hormones resulted in a more profound deficit in performance in 
ovariectomized female compared to gonadectomized males. Moreover, there was no 
consistent difference in the level of performance in tests using social vs non-social odors.   
The failure of gonadectomized mice to learn the GNG task is consistent with past 
studies in rodents in which acquisition learning was impaired by gonadectomy, 
particularly in tasks involving spatial and/or working memory.  Numerous studies in 
females have demonstrated that ovariectomy reduces spatial learning.  For example in a 
food motivated eight arm radial maze test gonadectomized female rats that were treated 
with estradiol benzoate acquired the task with more correct choices than gonadectomized 
female rats that not given hormone treatment (Luine et al 1998).  In males, 
gonadectomized rats required almost twice the number of sessions to learn a thirst 
motivated spatial T-maze task in comparison to sham-operated testes-intact rats (Kritzer 
et al 2001).  Male rats gonadectomized prior to training also displayed deficits in task 
acquisition in other tasks such as the Barnes maze (Locklear & Kritzer 2014), T-maze 
(Kritzer et al 2001) and Radial maze (Daniel et al 2003).   
By contrast, other studies in rats have shown that gonadectomy did not affect the 
ability to learn a variety of non-spatial tests, including the Sidman avoidance task, as well 
as configural association negative patterning task (Gibbs 2005).  In a prior study of mice 
that examined odor detection thresholds, gonadectomized males and females performed 
similarly in a 2-choice, food-motivated task that required subjects to dig in a sand-filled 
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cup scented with an odor serving as the S+ (male urine) and avoid digging in a vehicle-
scented S- cup (Sorwell et al 2008).  Only 4 gonadectomized males learned the task to 
criterion out of 12 that initially underwent training; a higher, though non-significant 
proportion (7/10) of gonadectomized female learned the task.  Although this suggests that 
gonadectomy may have impaired acquisition, a comparison group of gonad intact 
subjects was not included in that study.  
With respect to memory deficits due to lack of circulating gonadal hormones, a 
habituation study done with GDX male and female mice showed that both sexes failed to 
remember a non-biological odor for 30 minute period after its last presentation and 
showed clear dishabituation to the odor compared to GDX male and female mice that 
were either given EB directly into the MOB or systemically (Dillon et al 2013).  Dillon et 
al., suggested that olfactory memory can be influenced by steroidal hormones acting 
directly on the MOB via estrogen receptors and is sufficient to enhance olfactory 
memory.  Similarly, performance of female rats in a radial arm maze task was 
significantly better during proestrus (when estrogen levels are high) compared to other 
estrus stages (Pompili et al 2010).  Other studies hint towards bulbar NMDA receptors or 
MOB neuronal activity to explain underlying neural mechanism in the formation and 
retention of simple olfactory learning and memory tasks involving odor detection 
(Chaudhury et al 2010, McNamara et al 2008).  
Evidence that gonadal hormones are required for maintenance of task 
performance is similarly uneven.  Once learned, gonadal hormones are needed for the 
maintenance of task performance. Gonadectomy in both sexes significantly reduced their 
GNG performance, but did not completely eliminate it. This result closely resembles a 
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previous study in male rats where castration significantly impaired performance in a 
water-motivated odor detection task (Doty & Ferguson-Segall 1989).  In the present 
study administration of testosterone to male mice and estradiol to female GDX mice 
restored their odor discrimination performance to the levels when these mice were 
gonadally intact.  No sex differences were seen with or without gonads or following 
hormone replacement.  Notably, Sorwell et al (2008) found that estradiol supplied to 
gonadectomized male and female mice improved odor detection thresholds only for 
females.  In the present study we can only note that the sex-appropriate hormone restored 
performance to pre-gonadectomy levels.  A thorough sex and hormone comparison will 
require additional studies.  
There are several possible explanations for the deficits in acquiring the GNG 
training sequence by gonadectomized animals.  One possibility is that gonadectomized 
mice lacked the motivation to perform the task compared to gonadally intact mice.  
However, there were no differences between water-deprived gonadectomized and gonad-
intact mice in the number of trials performed in phase 1.  This indicates that both groups 
received an equivalent amount of water and suggests that gonadectomy did not affect the 
motivation to seek water.  Nevertheless, there is evidence that gonadal hormones may 
affect drinking behavior.  Decreased renal blood flow stimulates the release of renin by 
kidney cells, which in turn stimulates drinking behavior via activation of angiotensin II.  
Renin mRNA expression levels in mouse are heavily influenced by circulating steroidal 
hormones like testosterone (Ellison et al 1989) as renin levels are reduced by castration 
and restored by hormone replacement (Dzau et al 1988, Ellison et al 1989). Another 
study in female rats showed that ovariectomized female rats took longer to begin drinking 
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water after an infusion of highly concentrated NaCl solution (which increases their thirst 
and motivates them to seek water) compared to ovariectomized females treated with EB 
(Jones & Curtis 2009).  These studies indicate that gonadectomy may reduce the desire or 
motivation to drink or seek out water.  So, despite equivalent water-seeking seen in phase 
1 when water was received with every nose-poke, it is possible that a reduction in 
motivation to drink could have been revealed during the GNG testing when subjects were 
required to perform a task with specific contingencies in order to receive water.  
Alternatively, the adverse effects of gonadectomy or absence of circulating 
steroidal hormones on olfactory GNG discrimination could be due to deficits at the 
sensory level.  The absence of circulating steroidal hormones could have either direct or 
indirect effects on the neural processing of odors either at the level of the main olfactory 
epithelium, or at the level of main olfactory bulb or at the level of forebrain targets of the 
MOB. A seminal study by Pfaff and Pfaffmann looked at the activity of MOB and medial 
preoptic area (POA) neurons in castrated male rats and showed that administration of T 
directly into the preoptic area in the brain increased MOB neuronal firing rate in response 
to female urinary odors but not towards male urinary odors (Pfaff & Pfaffmann 1969). 
Another important electrophysiological study in castrated male rats revealed that 
castration significantly increased baseline firing in POA neurons (Kendrick 1983).  The 
POA receives strong innervation from the medial amygdala, which receives direct input 
from both the main and accessory olfactory bulbs (Kang et al 2009, Kevetter & Winans 
1981).  However habituation-dishabituation studies conducted in mice show that 
gonadectomized male and female mice can detect odors at normal concentrations by 
clearly dishabituating to a novel odor (Baum & Keverne 2002, Karlsson et al 2015).  
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These results at its mildest provide direct evidence that lack of circulating hormones do 
not eliminate animals’ ability to detect urinary odors.  
In rodents urine is encountered daily and plays a significant role in the 
identification of kin, potential mates and rivals.  Following gonadectomy mice show less 
interest in urinary odors and their preference for opposite sex odors shown by gonadally 
intact animals is lost (Bean et al 1986, Hull & Dominguez 2007).  By contrast, it might be 
expected that the salience of non-social odors, and particularly those in the present study 
to which mice had no prior exposure, would be less affected by gonadectomy.  Although 
the question of salience was not specifically addressed, there was no indication for a 
difference in performance when social vs non-social odors were used.  This was 
somewhat unexpected, if only because the distinctiveness between S+ and S- in the two 
odor sets was likely very different.  For the non-social odors, the stimuli were 
monomolecular and chemically distinct; however, urine has many constituents and the 
urine from each sex is likely to contain many of the same substances, albeit at different 
quantities.  Despite these differences it is not known how mice how categorize these 
odors perceptually; i.e., chemical differences may not correspond to behavioral 
responsiveness.  We also note that the selection of S+ and S- were arbitrary.  It remains 
possible that different results could be obtained if the designations of rewarded and 
unrewarded odors were reversed. 
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Figure 2.1:  
Experimental timeline for second cohort of mice (males n=7, female n=6) that were 
tested threes on each of the odor group; urinary (yellow color box) and non-social (green 
color box) under three gonadal conditions (gonad intact, gonadectomized and hormone 
replaced). Both males and females are gonadally intact for the start of the phase 1 training 
and remained gonadally intact till the end of the first test for non-social odors. Animals 
were then gonadectomized and waited 3 weeks before the start of the phase 3 training 
with urinary odors and then with non-social odors. At the end of the non-social odor test 
animals were given 3 weeks wait period. Animals were given hormone replacement (T; 
males or EB; females) one week prior to start of the phase 3 training session with non-
social odors first and then with urinary odors. Animals continued to receive hormone 
replacement treatment till the end of the study.     
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Figure 2.2 
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Figure 2.2: 
Schematic representation of different phases of the Go/No-Go (GNG) experiment. In 
phase 1, (A) mice were trained to nose poke at the water port in order to receive water. In 
phase 2 (B) animals were trained to first poke a different port (in which odors would later 
be presented) and then poke at the water port to receive water. In phase 3, (C) nose-
poking at the odor port triggered odor delivery. When a rewarded stimulus (S+) was 
presented, the mouse had to remain in the odor port for 1.1s and then go to the reward 
port to obtain water. If the S- (unrewarded stimulus) was presented, the mouse was 
required to refrain from nose poking at the reward port. Failure to wait for 5 sec by either 
nose poking the reward port or to the odor port resulted in a 5 second timeout. At the start 
of phase 3, the S+ odor stimulus was presented in 80 % of trials and S- odor was 
presented in 20% of trials. Over a 6 day period, S+ and S- odor presentation frequencies 
were modified until equal frequency of S+ and S- odors were presented. Phase 4 (D) all 
subjects were tested over 4 consecutive days with equal presentations of S + and S-. 
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Figure 2.3: 
Performance of gonadectomized (GDX) and gonadally-intact (GI) male and female mice 
during phase 1 and 2 training.  (A) Both GI and GDX male mice learned to obtain water 
reward by nose poking at the reward port. (B) GI and GDX female mice also learned to 
obtain water by correctly nose poking at the reward port. (C) In phase 2, GI male mice 
were able to learn that nose poking at the odor port signaled the availability of water at 
the reward port, but the GDX male mice failed to learn the task within the allotted 7 day 
period.  (D) GI females were able to learn phase 2 of the experiment within the allotted 7 
day period however GDX females failed to learn the task. All the data are expressed as 
mean ± standard error of mean. Statistically significant difference in day 7 between GI vs 
GDX of both sexes; Two-Way ANOVA followed by post-hoc Student-Newman-Keuls 
comparisons. p<0.05.  
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Figure 2.4: 
Percent correct responses of male and female mice in a GNG testing (S+ and S- correct 
responses combined). Each data bar represents averages of 4 consecutive days of testing. 
(A) Percent correct responses for urinary odors in male (black bar) and female (white bar) 
mice (n=7) under three hormonal conditions; gonadally-intact (GI), gonadectomized 
(GDX) and hormone replaced (HR). Two-Way repeated measures ANOVA revealed 
main effect of gonadal condition (p<0.001) for urinary odors, post-hoc Student-Newman-
Keuls comparisons (GI=HR>GDX). (B) Percent correct responses for non-social odors in 
male (black bar) and female (white bar) mice (n=7) under three hormonal conditions. 
Two-Way repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant effect of gonad/hormone 
condition (p=0.004), post-hoc tests revealed that the (GI>GDX) but that performance of 
the HR groups did not differ significantly from GI or GDX subjects.   
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CHAPTER THREE 
Testosterone modulates spiking of mouse piriform cortex neurons 
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ABSTRACT  
In rodents social odors play a key role in mate recognition and mating behavior.  
While there has been ample study of the importance of the accessory olfactory system in 
mediating behavioral responding to the non-volatile components from social odors, there 
has been much less study of how the volatiles of these cues are processed by the main 
olfactory system.  I therefore examined responses of neurons in the piriform cortex (PC), 
which is one the primary target of output neurons from the main olfactory bulb, to urinary 
odors that are known to produce different behavioral responses in adult male mice.  
Because male responses to these stimuli also depend on gonadal hormones, I also 
examined how castration affects processing of urinary odorants by the PC. Single unit 
extracellular recordings from layer II and III of the anterior PC (aPC) in urethane 
anesthetized males that were gonadally intact, castrated, or castrated and given 
testosterone were carried out during odor exposure.  Using a computer controlled 
olfactometer, 4 different volatile odors (amyl acetate diluted at 3:1000; and urine diluted 
1:10 from either gonadally intact males, castrated males, or estrous females) were 
presented to each subject 6 times in a row for 5 sec each, with an interstimulus interval of 
30 sec.  Spikes/sec were computed for the 5 sec periods before and during odor onset, as 
well as the difference between the two periods.  There were only weak responses to the 
urinary cues above baseline in any of the male groups; conversely, amyl acetate produced 
moderate spiking that did not differ among the 3 groups.  Strikingly, baseline spiking was 
reduced by castration and restored by testosterone treatment.  Examination of spiking 
across respiration cycles indicated that spiking was phase-locked to respiration in 
gonadally intact, but not in castrated males.  Phase-locking to respiration was restored by 
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testosterone treatment of castrated males.  This experiment demonstrated that gonadal 
hormones regulate baseline firing and phase-locking of spikes to respiration cycles.  
Meanwhile, volatile urinary odors only weakly induced spiking.  This contrasts with the 
strong behavioral effects these odors are known to induce in gonad intact males, so it is 
likely that other pathways are involved in the mediation of these effects.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 In rodents, olfactory communication is an important component of reproductive 
behavior.  Study of pheromones, which are social odors used in communication, has 
focused on the accessory olfactory system (AOS), which processes non-volatile 
components of odors and requires physical contact with the stimulus for detection to 
occur.  However, there has been less attention paid to the study of pathways that process 
volatile social odors.  Typically, volatile odors are processed by the main olfactory 
system (MOS), which consists of receptor neurons in the olfactory epithelium and their 
projections to glomeruli in the main olfactory bulb.  In turn, the predominant target of 
MOB projections are to the piriform cortex (PC).  Little is known about how the PC 
responds to complex odors animals would encounter in the natural environment.  In 
particular, little is known about how the PC responds to conspecific odors, such as urine, 
that are important for social communication.  Several studies that have examined the 
responsiveness of the MOB to urinary volatiles (Martel & Baum 2007, Restrepo et al 
2004) have shown clearly that urine from males vs females differentially activates 
periglomerular cell in MOB glomeruli.  These results suggest that primary targets of 
MOB projection neurons in the PC may in turn respond differentially to urinary volatiles 
from male and female mice.  This issue has significance for understanding how humans 
respond to body odors:  humans lack an accessory olfactory system so detection and 
processing of pheromones is likely to be via the MOB and its projection pathway. 
 An important variable in the behavioral response to social odors in mice is the 
gonadal condition of both the donor and the recipient.  Castration of adult rodents 
diminishes odor-dependent partner preference and investigatory behavior, and these 
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effects can be reversed with testosterone replacement (Arteaga-Silva et al 2007, Harding 
& McGinnis 2003).  Castration also reduces the ability of male rats to detect and 
discriminate volatile odors in a go/no-go paradigm (Doty & Ferguson-Segall 1989).  How 
and where androgens might act to affect olfactory behaviors is not clear.  One possibility 
is that gonadal steroids directly modulate the expression of olfactory receptors, such as 
has been demonstrated for the accessory olfactory system (Alekseyenko et al 2006).  
Alternatively, androgen receptors are expressed in mitral cells of main olfactory bulb 
(MOB) and layer 2 of PC neurons in rats (Kritzer 2004, Simerly et al 1990), so 
testosterone could act directly on these cells to affect neuronal firing. 
 To examine whether male vs female urinary volatiles affect spiking of PC neurons, 
we obtained extracellular recordings from the aPC of anesthetized male mice.  Subjects 
were exposed to a series of odors: urinary volatiles from gonadally intact males, castrated 
males and ovariectomized females in hormonally induced estrus.  Amyl acetate was 
added as a fourth odorant to compare responses of a monomolecular odorant with the 
biologically significant, chemically complex urinary odors. 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Subjects: 
Swiss Webster mice at 8 weeks of age were used (Charles River Laboratories, 
Wilmington, MA, USA).    All procedures were approved by the Boston University 
Institutional Animal Care Use Committee.  Animals were group housed on a 12:12h 
reverse light:dark cycle (lights on at 9 pm) with food and water provided ad libitum.  
Three groups of male mice were used for electrophysiological recordings: gonadally 
intact (GI, n=15), castrated (C, n=13) and castrated with testosterone replacement (C+T, 
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n=15).  For the C and C+T groups, subjects were bilaterally gonadectomized under 2% 
isoflurane anesthesia and allowed to recover for at least three weeks. Animals received 
injections of analgesic (carprofen, 5mg/kg, s.c) for 48 hours after surgery. For the C+T 
group two methods of testosterone replacement were used. Four castrated males were 
injected subcutaneously with testosterone (3 mg/kg in sesame oil), daily for 7 to 9 days 
before testing.  Eleven castrated mice received testosterone in Silastic capsules (1.57 mm 
ID, 2.41 mm OD, and 3 mm long) placed subcutaneously behind the neck for 15 to 35 
days before testing.   
In vivo electrophysiology: 
Animals were anesthetized with i.p. injections of urethane (1.5 mg/g) and were 
also given atropine s.c (25mg/kg) to minimize tracheal congestion. Afterwards they were 
placed in a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA) on a heating 
pad to maintain core body temperature at 37C.  An i.p. catheter was implanted to allow 
for urethane booster injections (0.5 g/kg) when necessary throughout the recording 
session.  Respiration was monitored using a piezoelectric chest monitor.  An incision was 
made to expose the skull and the right eye was surgically removed. A large craniotomy 
was made 3 mm dorsoventrally and 3 mm rostrocaudally to reveal the lateral olfactory 
tract (LOT) and anterior piriform cortex (aPC).  A smaller hole was drilled on the 
ipsilateral cortex and a metal screw was inserted to be used as a reference electrode 
(bregma -3.8 mm, lateral 1.8 mm; depth 0.5 mm; Franklin and Paxinos, 2008).  A 
tungsten microelectrode (FHC, Inc., Bowdoin, ME) attached to a microdrive was inserted 
by visual guidance placed dorsal to the LOT and ventral to the middle cerebral artery (see 
Figure 3.1A).  Principle pyramidal neurons are  found in PC layers 2 and 3 (Bekkers & 
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Suzuki 2013). A quantitative analysis has shown that  the width of each aPC layers in 
mouse brain (width of layer1: ~0.171 mm, layer 2 : ~172 mm and layer 3: ~0.185 mm) 
(Srinivasan & Stevens 2017), therefore, the electrode was inserted at a depth of 400 to 
650 µm. After recordings were completed at one site, additional neurons were identified 
by removing the electrode and moving it to an adjacent site no less than 0.5 mm posterior 
to the previous site.  
Extracellular recordings were collected using a signal amplifier (Bowdoin, ME, 
USA) and Micro1401 (CED, Cambridge, UK) data acquisition system.  Spikes were 
recorded at 10 KHz and filtered at 0.1 – 5 kHz using an amplifier (FHC), and were 
analyzed off-line using Spike2 software.  Single spikes were verified using WaveMark 
and principal component analysis.  Cell sorting produced a total of 133 distinct single-
unit cells from the 3 groups of males: GI, n=41(n=15 animals); C, n=41(n=13 animals); 
C+T, n=51(n=15 animals). 
After completion of recordings, an electrolytic lesion (200 µA, 25 s) was made in 
most subjects using the recording electrode for later histological determination of 
electrode location. As the final location did not always represent where most cell 
recordings were obtained for any one subject, lesions were not made in some animals 
from which recordings were made at multiple sites.  Animals were then transcardially 
perfused with 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (PBS, pH= 7.4) followed by 4% 
paraformaldehyde in PBS.  Brains were removed and post fixed in 30% sucrose solution 
for 24-48 hours.  Using a cryostat, brains were sliced into 50 µm coronal sections, stained 
with cresyl violet and examined under a microscope to identify lesion sites (Figure 3.1). 
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Effectiveness of testosterone replacement was assessed in 2 ways.  Seminal 
vesicles, which are sensitive to circulating testosterone (Takeda et al 1990) were 
harvested  and their weight was recorded (wet)  In addition blood samples were taken 
before harvesting the seminal vesicles and measured by radioimmunoassay (Figure 3.6). 
Serum testosterone concentrations were measured in Dr. Geralyn Messerlian’s lab at 
Brown University using a Coat-A-Count Total Testosterone in- vitro Diagnostic Test Kit 
(Siemens Corp., NY, NY). 
Stimulus presentation: 
Odor stimuli presented to anesthetized subjects were intact male urine (IMU), 
estrous female urine (EFU), castrated male urine (CMU) and a control, amyl acetate (AA; 
Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  To obtain urine groups of gonadally intact males (n=4), 
castrated males (n=4), and ovariectomized hormone-primed females (n=4) were placed 
into separate metabolic chambers for up to 4 hrs.  Pooled urine was collected and stored 
at -80C.  The females were brought into estrus by subcutaneous injections of 20 µg 
estradiol benzoate 1 and 3 days before, and 500 µg of progesterone 4 hr before urine 
collection began.  Urine from castrated males was collected at least 3 weeks after 
bilateral gonadectomy.  Urine was diluted 1:10 in deionized water and AA was diluted 
3:1000 in mineral oil.  All odors were placed in 25 ml vials at a volume of 10 ml.  After 
each recording session the odors were discarded and fresh odors were prepared for new 
recording sessions. 
 Odors were presented using a custom built olfactometer (modified fromKauer & 
Moulton 1974, Verhagen et al 2007)  controlled by Spike2 software (Cambridge 
Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK).  Odors were delivered via polytetrafluoroehylene 
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(PTFE, Teflon) tubing at the flow rate of 1L/min using medical grade nitrogen. The end 
of the tubing was placed approximately 1 cm away from the animal’s nose.  Each of the 4 
odors was presented 6 times in a row for 5 seconds each, followed by a 30 s interstimulus 
interval. The order of the stimulus presentation was pseudo-randomized, but each odor 
was always presented 6 times before switching to different odors.  
Behavioral Testing: 
 Habituation/dishabituation tests were conducted in a new cohort of male mice, 
castrated mice (n=8) and castrated with hormone replacement (n=8) to assess whether 
testosterone affected the ability of males to discriminate gonadally intact male mouse 
urine from estrous female urine at the concentration used during electrophysiological 
recordings.  Urinary stimuli were presented outside the home cage, allowing access to 
only odor volatiles.  Animals were single housed in plastic square cages measuring 29 × 
18 × 13 cm with wire cage tops, and the bedding was not changed for a minimum of 24 
hr before any behavioral test. All of the behavioral tests were performed during the dark 
phase of the daily cycle under red light illumination.  Urinary odors (20 µl of a 1:10 
dilution in water) were presented on a piece of filter paper that was taped to a plastic 
weigh boat.  Food and water were temporarily removed from the cage and the weigh boat 
was placed in the empty food hopper. A wire mesh was placed between the filter paper 
and the cage top so that no nasal contact with the stimulus could occur (Martel & Baum 
2009a).  A water control was always presented first (3 times in a row), followed by intact 
male urine 3 times in a row, and finally estrous female urine 3 times in a row.  Each 
stimulus was presented for 2 minutes, with 1 minute between each successive stimulus 
presentation.  Investigation time (defined as the snout directed towards and within 1 cm 
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of the stimulus) for each odor during the 2 min presentation was recorded using a 
stopwatch.  Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to assess within group 
differences in investigation times between the third presentation of a stimulus and the 
first presentation of the subsequent stimulus.  
Spiking Analysis: 
Firing rates (spikes/s) from cells were quantified separately for the 5 sec 
immediately prior to odor onset and for the 5 seconds when the odor was turned on.  
These values were averaged for the 6 stimulus presentations for each odor.  Another 
variable, the difference in spikes occurring 5 sec prior versus during odor onset was also 
computed for each odor presentation and averaged for the 6 presentation of each odor.  
Means of these variables for cells in the 3 groups of males were analyzed in 2-way 
repeated measures ANOVAs with odor (AA and 3 urinary stimuli) and gonad/hormone 
condition (GI, C, C+T) as factors.  Statistically significant main effects and interactions 
were dissected using Student-Newman-Keuls post hoc tests.  Statistical analyses was 
performed in SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, CA).  
Phase-locking of Spiking to Respiration: 
Neural firing in the PC is known to highly correlate with respiration (Buonviso et 
al 2006, Litaudon et al 2003, Wilson 1998). In the anesthetized mice from the present 
study measurement of respiratory activity indicated that cycles of inhalation/exhalation 
occurred with an average duration of ~ 0.5 sec.  Therefore, to examine whether spiking 
was clustered during particular phases of respiration, spikes were counted in 10 ms bins 
of each 0.5 sec respiration cycle for the ~960 cycles occurring from the beginning of the 
first odor to the end of the final odor presentation.  The total number of spikes in each bin 
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was then tallied.  For each cell, if more than 80% of the spikes occurred within a 0.25 
second window of the 0.5 sec cycle, the cell was considered to be phase-locked with 
respiration. Chi-square was used to test whether the proportion of phase-locked to non-
phase-locked cells differed between GI, C and C+T males. 
RESULTS 
 Spiking was analyzed in the aPC during the 5 sec periods before (baseline) and 
during odor exposure to 4 different odors in anesthetized GI, C and C+T male mice.  
Examples of spiking in response to all 4 odors is shown for a GI male in Figure 3.2A, and 
the locations where recordings were obtained is shown for a sample of subjects in Figure 
3.1B.  Analysis of baseline spiking using 2-way ANOVA revealed a statistically 
significant main effect of gonad/hormone condition [F(2,160)=21.4, p<0.001], indicating 
a difference between groups in the rate of basal firing (Figure 3.3A).  Post hoc analysis 
indicated that all three groups were significantly different from each other (GI > C+T > 
C); in particular, PRE firing was reduced by castration, and testosterone partially restored 
firing to levels seen in GI males. There was no effect of odor [F(3,160)=0.3, p=0.83] nor 
any odor X gonad/hormone interaction [F(6,160)=0.04, p=1.0] on baseline spiking.   
 During odor exposure 2-way ANOVA indicated that both gonad/hormone 
condition [F(2,160)=17.59, p<0.001] and odor [F(3,160)=5.02, p=0.002] affected spiking 
(Figure 3.3B).  Post hoc tests for gonad/hormone condition indicated that spiking levels 
were greater in GI males compared to C and C+T males, which did not differ from one 
another.  For odor, post hoc tests showed that spiking was significantly higher during AA 
exposure compared to any of the urinary odors, which did not differ from one another.  
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No significant interaction between gonad/hormone and odor was seen [F(6,160)=0.01, 
p=1.0].   
Odor-evoked spiking was compared between groups by examining the mean 
differences in number spikes occurring during versus just prior to odor exposure.  A 
statistically significant odor effect was found [F(3,160)=15.14, p<0.001], which post hoc 
tests showed was due to enhanced spiking during AA exposure.  Minimal odor-evoked 
spiking was observed with any of the urinary odors.  There was no gonad/hormone effect 
[F(2,160)=1.11, p=0.33] and no gonad/hormone X odor interaction [F(6,160)=0.15, 
p=0.99], indicating that AA-induced spiking occurred equivalently in GI, C and C+T 
males. 
Examination of all cells indicated that 83 of 133 were phase-locked to the 
inhalation/exhalation cycle (Figure 3.4).  When examined by group, chi-square analysis 
revealed that phase-locking of cells depended on the gonad/hormone condition of males, 
such that more phase-locking was seen in GI and C+T conditions compared to castrated 
males [χ2 (2, N=133) = 7.5, p < 0.05].  
 In the behavioral tests, dishabituation from water was seen in both C and C+T 
groups when male urine was first presented (Figure 3.5) (W=0, p<0.05 for both groups). 
Similarly, both groups of males exhibited dishabituation from male urine during the first 
presentation of female urine (W=0, p<0.05 for C; W=2, p<0.05 for C+T). Thus, at the 
behavioral level, both C and C+T males were able to detect differences between volatiles 
from diluted male and female urine.     
DISCUSSION 
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 The PC is the primary cortical target for volatile odors processed by the main 
olfactory system (MOS).  Up to now most of the work done in understanding how the PC 
processes and responds to odors have been done with monomolecular (pure) odors such 
as amyl acetate.  In the present study I recorded extracellularly from aPC pyramidal 
neurons in anesthetized male mice before and during exposure to urinary volatiles or 
amyl acetate.  Urinary volatile odor exposure only weakly induced spiking in males 
irrespective of gonadal status or hormone condition compared to monomolecular odorant 
amyl acetate.  For gonadally intact males in particular, this result contrasts with the strong 
behavioral effects these odors are known to induce (Korpela & Sandnabba 1994, Nyby et 
al 1983, Pankevich et al 2006a), so it is likely that other pathways are engaged during the 
detection and processing of volatiles from social odors. Due to its unique anatomical 
location (interconnected with sensory, cognitive, endocrine and reward related centers of 
the brain) (Wesson & Wilson 2011) the olfactory tubercle (OT) would be one of the 
primary candidates for future studies to exaine how urinary pheromonal odors are 
detected and processed in the olfactory cortex. The OT receives direct input from the 
MOB and PC (Haberly & Price 1977) and also has extensive connections with striatal 
areas such as the ventral pallidum and medial amygdala. Interestingly the OT also 
receives indirect input from the AOB via the posteromedial cortical amygdaloid nucleus 
(Ubeda-Banon et al 2007), which makes the OT one of the few areas in the cortex that 
could integrate information from both volatile and nonvolatile pheromonal odors. Indeed, 
a recent functional study from our own lab suggests that temporary, chemogenetic 
inactivation of the OT in female mice eliminates the preference for opposite-sex urinary 
pheromones (DiBenedictis et al., 2015).    
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A primary reasons why the focus of the present study was on urinary odors was to 
better understand how complex social odors are processed by the olfactory cortex. In 
particular, the PC is considered to be in an area where dispersed and discrete olfactory 
information from the MOB is synthesized and transformed into meaningful odor object 
perception. Unlike monomolecular odors used in previous studies, urinary odors are more 
ethologically relevant, as they are used in the daily life to communicate socio-sexual 
status and states of sexual receptivity. Using calcium sensitive imaging techniques 
Stettler and Axel (2009) looked at aPC responses to urinary volatiles and found that these 
odors produced widespread activation with no discernable chemotopy.  This suggests that 
cells that respond to urinary volatiles are randomly distributed across the PC landscape 
(Stettler & Axel 2009).  In the present study responding to urinary volatiles was so poor 
that it was not possible to confirm those findings.  These cells did respond, however, to 
amyl acetate, so the lack of response to urine cannot be attributed to an inability to 
measure odor-evoked activity.  
Given that androgen receptors are found in the mitral cells of main olfactory bulb 
and layer 2 of the rat PC (Kritzer 2004, Simerly et al 1990) it was surprising that there 
has been little examination of the role and effects of testosterone on PC neuronal activity. 
In the present experiments castration produced a dramatic reduction in spiking, which for 
the most part was reversed by testosterone.  The most striking result of my study was that 
the effect of castration was due almost exclusively to a reduction of baseline or 
spontaneous firing, as the odor-evoked activity did not differ between the three male 
groups.  Although similar studies have not been carried out for the PC, single unit 
recordings from the MOB of castrated male rats demonstrated that following 
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administration of testosterone mitral cell response magnitudes were increased in response 
to female urinary odor (Pfaff & Pfaffmann 1969).  
Elsewhere in the brain, however, studies have indicated that gonadal hormones 
can exert a direct influence on neuronal activity. Testosterone injected directly into the rat 
hypothalamic and septal areas enhanced neuronal activity in the region (Yamada 1979). 
In-vitro hippocampal CA1 neurons from female hamsters show enhanced firing activity 
when nanomolar concentration of testosterone or estradiol is added compared to vehicle 
controls (Chiaia et al 1983). On the other hand castration significantly reduces medial 
preoptic and anterior hypothalamic neurons response to 0.6Hz electrical stimulation and 
lengthens inhibitory periods which indirectly reduces neuronal activity (Kendrick 1982). 
Brain areas like the medial pre-optic area and the anterior hypothalamus that are 
modulated by the gonadal hormones play a crucial role in the expression of mating as 
well as appetitive odor seeking behaviors in male and female mice (Arendash & Gorski 
1983, Paredes 2003, Warner et al 1991).   
My results also show that many cells display respiration-locked firing in the aPC.  
In anesthetized rats respiration generates a phase locked firing pattern in the aPC where 
spikes are phase locked at the transition of inhalation and exhalation (Litaudon et al 2003, 
Wilson 1998). It is widely believed that respiration-locked cortical activity helps in 
sensory perception of odorants and also modulates theta and gamma oscillations, which 
are associated in wide range of sensory and cognitive function (Buonviso et al 2003, Ito 
et al 2014, Macrides et al 1982).  
Castration reduced the number of cells that displayed phase-locking to respiration, 
whereas testosterone restored the proportion of phase-locked cells to the levels seen in 
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gonadally intact males.  Such results, combined with those showing that castration 
reduced spontaneous spiking in the PC, would suggest that processing of odors in the PC 
is diminished following castration.  This result is consist with the GNG data presented in 
Chapter 2, in which gonadectomy reduced the ability to carry out the water-motivated 
discrimination between either male vs female odors or two arbitrary monomolecular 
odors.  It is not known, however, whether the behavioral deficiency is caused an effect of 
gonadectomy on peripheral sensory tissues or on downstream areas, such as the PC, 
involved in odor processing.  In hamsters for example, castration eliminated copulatory 
behavior but the odor induced Fos expression in main and accessory olfactory bulb was 
unaffected (Swann 1997). Other studies in rats and ferrets have shown that testosterone 
administration in castrated males facilitated pheromone induced Fos response in both the 
AOB and MOB, as well as in the mPOA (Paredes et al 1998). However, no such Fos 
response was seen when animals were exposed to monomolecular chemical odors (e.g., 
peppermint). In The case of processing urinary volatiles, further studies will be required 
to identify the specific behavioral deficits caused by castration and the corresponding 
physiological changes that are the cause of those deficits. 
In conclusion, our findings suggest that gonadal hormones are critical for the aPC 
spontaneous basal firing rate and for the phase-locking of neuronal spiking to respiration. 
Treatment of castrated male mice with testosterone only partially restored baseline firing 
rates.  Urinary odors evoked only weak responses above baseline firing activity, which is 
comparable to other studies that showed weak responses to single monomolecular odors 
or a mixture of monomolecular chemical odors. This sparse response to odors might be a 
coding strategy used by the PC to decode high dimensional sensory information. Future 
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work could focus on other brain regions that receive direct MOB projections like OT and 
AON, to determine whether gonadectomy has a similar dampening effect on baseline 
firing rates, and disrupts neuronal spiking synchronization with respiration.  
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Figure 3.1: (A) Photograph of a mouse brain highlighting the estimated location of 
electrode insertion for recordings in the aPC (yellow box).  Two other anatomical 
landmarks are also shown: the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) and a red line where the 
middle cerebral artery is found.  OB= olfactory bulb.  (B) Black dots depict electrode tip 
locations from lesions made following recordings in the anterior piriform cortex (aPC) 
for a sample of subjects from gonadally intact, castrated and castrated + testosterone 
treated males. Coronal illustrations were taken from the Allen Brain Atlas (www.brain-
map.org)  
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Figure 3.2:  Multiunit activity (MUA) from a single anterior piriform cortex cell is shown 
from a gonadally intact male mouse.  Black bars show the periods when odors were 
presented: IMU= gonadally intact male urine, EFU= estrous female urine, CMU= 
castrated male urine, AA= amyl acetate.  Respiration (RESP.) during the recording period 
is also shown.  
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Figure 3.3 
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Figure 3.3: Spontaneous or odor evoked response in the anterior piriform cortex (aPC) in 
males that were gonadally intact (GI, n=15), castrated (C, n=13), or castrated and given 
testosterone replacement (C+T, n=15) is shown.  Two-way ANOVAs compared levels of 
spiking in the male groups exposed to each of the 4 odors: IMU= gonadally intact male 
urine, EFU= estrous female urine, CMU= castrated male urine, AA= amyl acetate. 
Spikes/sec were computed for the 5 sec period prior to odor onset (A, Pre Stimulus) and 
for the 5 sec during odor exposure (B, Dur Stimulus). Odor-evoked spiking was defined 
as the difference in spiking during odors vs prior to odor onset (C. Dur-Pre Stimulus). 
While no differences were found in spiking between urinary volatiles for any of these 
variables, gonadectomy decreased spiking both Pre Stimulus and Dur Stimulus.  While 
AA enhanced firing (C), there was no difference in AA-evoked firing between the 
different male groups.  Data shown are mean + SEM spikes/sec for cells in males from 
different gonad/hormone conditions.   
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Figure 3.4 
 
 
       
    
     
Figure 3.4 
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Figure 3.4: (A) Example of spontaneous multiunit activity (MUA) in a neuron from the 
anterior piriform cortex occurring in phase with the respiration cycle (top) in a gonadally 
intact male. (B) Examples of individual cells from GI, C and C+T males.  The raster 
shows spikes occurring at specific times during the ~0.5 sec respiration cycle for ~650 
cycles.  Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) depict the number of spikes occurring at 
specific times during the 0.5 sec cycle.  Example of a single isolated unit, across the three 
gonadal status groups of animals. GI= gonadally intact, C=castrated, C+T= castrated with 
testosterone replacement. F.R. (Hz) = total number of spikes.  (C) The percentage of 
phase-locked cells in each group is shown. 
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Figure 3.5: The habituation/dishabituation behavioral assay conducted with castrated 
males and castrated males given testosterone shows that both groups could detect 
(dishabituate) when male urine was presented following 3 water exposures.  Similarly, 
both groups dishabituated when female urine was first presented.  * indicates statistically 
significant difference in investigation from the prior stimulus for both groups (Wilcoxon 
signed-ranks test).  
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Figure 3.6 
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Figure 3.6: Confirmation of the effectiveness of gonadectomy and hormone replacement 
on gonadal steroid levels. (A) Seminal vesicles, which are sensitive to testosterone, were 
weighed and compared in intact males (n=12), castrated males (n=6), and castrated males 
given testosterone replacement (n=10).  (B) Testosterone concentrations from blood 
serum were greater in castrated animals treated with testosterone were compared to 
castrated animals.  These results match the testosterone concentration (5.97 ± 1.97 ng/ml) 
from the testes intact male mice published in (Martel & Baum 2009a). (C) Representative 
examples of seminal vesicles. The size of seminal vesicles in intact males and castrated 
males treated with testosterone were larger than the seminal vesicles harvested from 
castrated males. * in A and B  look indicates a statistically significant (p<0.05) group 
difference using t-tests for independent samples.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
Optogenetic activation of accessory olfactory bulb input to the forebrain differentially 
modulates investigation of opposite versus same-sex urinary chemosignals and stimulates 
mating in male mice 
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ABSTRACT 
Surgical or genetic disruption of vomeronasal organ (VNO) – accessory olfactory 
bulb (AOB) function previously eliminated the ability of male mice to processes 
pheromones that elicit territorial behavior and aggression.  By contrast, neither disruption 
significantly affected mating behaviors, although VNO lesions reduced males’ 
investigation of non-volatile female pheromones.  We explored the contribution of VNO-
AOB pheromonal processing to male courtship using optogenetic activation of AOB 
projections to the forebrain.  Protocadherin-Cre male transgenic mice received bilateral 
AOB infections with channelrhodopsin2 viral vectors, and an optical fiber was implanted 
above the AOB.  In olfactory choice tests males preferred estrous female urine (EFU) 
over water; however, this preference was eliminated when diluted (5%) EFU was 
substituted for 100% EFU.  Optogenetic AOB activation concurrent with nasal contact 
significantly augmented males’ investigation compared to 5% EFU alone.  Conversely, 
concurrent optogenetic AOB activation significantly reduced males’ nasal investigation 
of diluted urine from gonadally intact males (5% IMU) compared to 5% IMU alone.  
These divergent effects of AOB optogenetic activation were lost when males were 
prevented from making direct nasal contact.  Optogenetic AOB stimulation also failed to 
augment males’ nasal investigation of deionized water or of food odors.  Finally, during 
mating tests, optogenetic AOB stimulation delivered for 30 seconds when the male was 
in physical contact with an estrous female significantly facilitated the occurrence of 
penile intromission.  Our results suggest that VNO-AOB signaling differentially modifies 
males’ motivation to seek out female vs male urinary pheromones while augmenting 
males’ sexual arousal leading to intromission and subsequent reproductive success.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Vertebrates respond to chemicals in the environment primarily by means of two 
anatomically distinct circuits: the main (MOS) and the accessory (AOS) olfactory 
systems.  In the MOS, sensory neurons in the olfactory epithelium of the nasal cavity 
send axonal projections to the main olfactory bulbs (MOB) in the forebrain.  Sensory 
neurons of the AOS are found in the vomeronasal organ (VNO) located along the ventral 
midline of the nasal cavity and send projections to the accessory olfactory bulbs (AOB) 
on the dorsal surface of each MOB.  The MOS responds to volatile odorants that provide 
animals (including humans) with information about the chemical environment, whereas 
the AOS is activated by non-volatiles accessed during physical contact.  Although 
research has revealed much about the anatomy, receptors, and transductory mechanisms 
that operate in the VNO, the functional significance of the AOS has remained elusive.  
While there is strong evidence that the VNO processes chemosignals involved in 
defensive behavior and aggression (Chamero et al., 2007), the specific role of the VNO in 
processing cues involved in courtship and reproductive behaviors is less clear.  Complete 
removal of the VNO in male mice does not produce measurable deficits in mating 
performance (Pankevich et al., 2004); however, it has been heretofore difficult to test the 
significance of AOS activation once males are engaged in mating with females.   
 Most studies of AOS function have relied on removal or genetic inactivation of 
the VNO or AOB to infer function based on observed deficits.  An alternative approach 
using activation of the AOB in awake, behaving subjects has yet to be described.  
Optogenetic methods in transgenic animals offer the possibility of precisely timed 
stimulation of AOB neurons while subjects engage in olfactory-dependent behaviors.  
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Such methods have been applied to manipulate activity in the MOB of behaving subjects 
(Kermen et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014; Smear et al., 2013).  These studies indicate that 
optogenetic activation of the MOB yields a signal that can be detected and acted on by 
awake behaving animals, suggesting that an optogenetic approach may be a useful way to 
study the dynamics of chemosignal processing in the olfactory system.  
 The goal of the present study was to determine whether optogenetic stimulation of 
subpopulations of AOB projection neurons (mitral and tufted cells, M/T) could affect the 
responses of male mice to socially relevant chemosignals (referred to here as 
pheromones) in isolation or in a social context.  In particular, we asked if laser-induced 
stimulation of AOB M/T cells could accentuate the responses to diluted same- or 
opposite-sex urinary cues, or enhance aspects of male courtship and mating behaviors 
observed during interactions with sexually receptive females.  To accomplish this we 
introduced ChR2 into the AOB of Cre-driver mice in which olfactory expression of Cre is 
limited to M/T cells in the MOB and AOB.  Channelrhodopsin2-expressing cells were 
activated by blue laser delivered by a chronically implanted optical fiber, which was 
controlled during odor choice tests by nose poking at designated odor ports, or by 
experimenter-delivered stimulation during mating tests with sexually receptive females.  
Our results indicate that optogenetic stimulation of AOB M/T cells both augmented 
males’ investigation of diluted estrous female urine and reduced the investigation of 
diluted male urine, but only if subjects were allowed nasal access to the odor stimulus.  
Further, laser activation timed to occur during male investigation of an estrous female 
increased male mating efficiency, suggesting a potential benefit to ongoing chemosignal 
sampling by the AOS during courtship.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Animals:   
Transgenic mice in which Cre recombinase is driven from a 10-kb fragment of the 
protocadherin 21 promoter exhibit selective Cre expression in AOB and MOB M/T cells 
(Nagai et al., 2005).  A breeding population of these mice (Pcdh21-Cre) was established 
in our laboratory from heterozygous Pcdh21-Cre males that were derived from founders 
obtained from the Mutant Mouse Regional Resource Center (B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Cdhr1-
cre)KG66Gsat/Mmucd, ID No.036056-UCD), generously provided by Dr. Ian Davison.  
Heterozygous Pcdh21-Cre males were bred with C57Bl/6 females (obtained from Charles 
River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) in breeding rooms kept on a 12:12 light:dark 
cycle.  Litters were weaned into same-sex groups at 3 weeks of age and males were 
genotyped by PCR of tail DNA with Cre-specific primers before transferring to reverse 
lighting conditions (12:12 light:dark, lights off at 9:00 am) for the remainder of the study.  
Heterozygous, Cre-positive males were identified and given sexual experience with 
behaviorally receptive stimulus females 1 week after fiber optic implantation (described 
below).  All other animals used in the study were adult C57Bl/6 mice purchased from 
Charles River Laboratories.  All males used were gonadally intact.  Stimulus females 
were ovariectomized upon arrival, and, to create a condition of behavioral estrus, given 
subcutaneous injections of 20 µg of estradiol benzoate 48 and 24 h, and 500 µg 
progesterone 4 h prior to using in mating behavior tests, as urine donors, and to give 
sexual experience to male subjects.  For sexual experience, male subjects were singly 
housed and a female was placed in the male’s cage overnight; each male received 2 such 
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pairings.  After the first sexual experience pairing, all male mice were singly housed for 
the remainder of the experiment.  For urine donation, 4 - 6 hormonally primed females 
were placed in metabolic chambers and urine (estrous female urine, EFU) was collected 
for ~4 hours.  Urine was collected and stored in 1-ml vials at -70˚C until use.  Urine from 
gonadally intact C57Bl/6 males (IMU) was collected similarly.   
Viral Infection and Fiber Optic Implantation: 
Mice were anesthetized with a 2.0% isoflurane gas/oxygen mixture and the head 
was secured in a sterotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA).  The 
skull was exposed over the olfactory bulbs and small holes were drilled bilaterally to 
expose the dura.  Pulled glass micropipettes (Wiretrol; Drummond Scientific Company, 
Broomall, PA, USA) were filled with an adeno-associated viral vector [AAV5/EF1a-
DIO-hChR2(H134)-mCherry-WPRE-pA] created by Karl Deisseroth and distributed by 
the University of North Carolina Vector Core (Chapel Hill, NC, USA).  This virus 
(referred to as AAV-ChR2) enables expression of both ChR2 and a fluorescent reporter, 
mCherry, in cells that express Cre recombinase.  Micropipettes were lowered into the 
brain at a 40° angle (to avoid damaging blood vessels; Kang et al., 2011) at the following 
coordinates: anterior-posterior, 1 mm rostral to the inferior cerebral vein; medial-lateral, 
0.8 mm from the midline; depth, 1.8 mm below the dura.  Injections were carried out with 
a Quintessential Stereotaxic Injector (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL, USA) at the rate of 0.150 
µl/min for a total of 0.3 µl.  The micropipettes were left in place for an additional 10 min 
and then slowly withdrawn.  For chronic implantation of the optical fiber, a small hole 
was drilled over the inferior cerebral vein and a single optical fiber (length= 2.0 mm, 200 
µm core, NA = 0.37; Doric Lenses, Quebec, Canada) capped with a stainless steel or 
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zirconia ferrule was stereotaxically lowered into position.  Any bleeding was controlled 
by pressure, after which the ferrule was secured to the skull with the help of two 
anchoring screws and dental cement.  Only one optical fiber was implanted, as the single 
fiber placed at the midline was sufficient in pilot experiments to drive activity of neurons 
in the medial amygdala bilaterally (see Figure 4.2), which are primary targets of AOB 
M/T cells.  After the dental cement was dry, the incision was closed with suture and mice 
were given Carprofen (5 mg/kg) analgesic for 2 days and allowed to recover before 
returning to their home cages.  After about 1 week males were individually housed and 
given sexual experience as described above.  Experiments began 3 weeks after surgery to 
insure completeness of viral infection. 
In Vivo Electrophysiological Recordings:  
To demonstrate that virally infected AOB M/T cells produce functional responses 
upon optical activation, extracellular recordings were carried out in several additional 
Pcdh21-Cre+ males that had been infected with AAV-ChR2 into the AOB at least 3 
weeks earlier.  Mice were anesthetized with urethane (10 mg/kg) and placed in a 
stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA) with heating pad to 
maintain core body temperature.  A small hole was drilled over the inferior cerebral vein 
to allow an optical fiber to be stereotaxically lowered 1.8 mm below the dura along the 
midline.  A second hole was drilled using coordinates described by DiBenedictis et al. 
(2014) for locating the medial amygdala using the interaural line as a reference point 
(AP, +2.7 mm; ML, ±2.00 mm; DV, -5.5 mm).  A final hole drilled on the ipsilateral side 
was used to install a reference electrode.  A tungsten microelectrode (FHC, Inc. 
Bowdoin, ME) attached to a micro-drive was lowered into the medial amygdala.  Once 
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spontaneous activity was detected, laser stimulation of the AOB (5-ms pulses, 20 Hz) 
was applied for 5 s at varying levels of power, and neuronal activity was captured using 
an amplifier (FHC) and a Micro1401 (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) 
data acquisition system.  After completion of recordings an electrolytic lesion was made 
at the site (200 µA, 25 s) to verify placement of the electrode. 
Test Boxes and Laser Delivery: 
Behavioral tests were conducted in Plexiglas test boxes (26.5L x 20W x 30H cm).  
For the olfactory choice tests, there were two odor ports on one side 17 cm apart odors 
were used at a volume of 20 µl pipetted onto filter paper positioned approximately 1 cm 
behind the odor ports.  Ports were designed such that mice could nasally contact the filter 
paper, allowing access to both volatile + non-volatile components of odors.  However, 
one group of mice (see below) received trials in which nasal contact was prevented by 
placing a wire mesh in front of the filter paper such that only volatiles could be detected.  
Nose-poke frequency and duration were detected using infrared photo beams at the port 
entrance controlled by Arduino UNO boards and software (http://arduino.cc).  The 
Arduino boards were also used in selected trials to control laser stimulation of the AOB 
via the chronically implanted optical fiber.  At the beginning of each behavioral test a 
flexible 1.5 m fiber optic patch cord was gently attached to the ferrule on the animal’s 
head.  Subjects were able to move freely in the box with the attached patch cord, which 
was directed towards the ceiling where it connected via a rotary joint (Doric Lenses) to a 
473 nm laser (Micron Lux; Rodgau, Germany).  Laser output was controlled by a 
function generator (BK Precision 4011A) and power was adjusted with the aid of an 
optical power meter (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ).  Five-millisecond laser pulses were 
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generated at 20 Hz to mimic the maximal firing rate observed in AOB neurons during 
active nasal investigation of a conspecific (Luo et al., 2003). The laser activated in the 
selected odor choice tests when a nose-poke was detected and remained on for the 
duration of the nose-poke.   
Behavioral Tests 
Odor Investigation:   
Male mice were tested in a series of 10-min trials given on separate days in which 
one port contained an odor and the other port contained the vehicle, and the level of 
investigation of odors within the odor ports as determined by nose-poking was recorded.  
At the beginning of each trial, the fiber optic patch cord was gently attached to the 
implanted ferrule and the subject was placed in the test box for 20 minutes to habituate to 
the environment.  During this time the odor ports were blocked to prevent access.  After 
habituation, the ports were unblocked and investigation in each port was recorded for 10 
minutes.  Ports were baited with different odors in a vehicle of 20-µl deionized water 
(urine trials) or mineral oil (food trials) pipetted onto filter paper.  Before beginning the 
odor choice series of tests, mice in all groups were given 4 habituation trials on 4 
successive days to familiarize subjects to the test box and to laser stimulation.  The goal 
of these trials was twofold:  to pre-expose subjects to the experience of optical activation 
before odor choice trials were initiated, and to insure that optogenetic activation of AOB 
M/T cells, in the absence of odors, was not inherently rewarding or aversive.  In these 
trials, both odor ports were baited with deionized water and one port was randomly 
chosen on the first trial to produce laser stimulation upon nose-poking.  The next 3 trials 
were identical except that the port coupled with laser stimulation was alternated each day.  
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After completion of these trials, olfactory choice tests were given to assess whether laser 
activation of the AOB could affect investigation of a suboptimal stimulus (diluted urine).  
In pilot studies male mice consistently showed no preference for investigating a 5% 
dilution of EFU compared to water, so this dilution was used for both EFU and IMU in 
trials where diluted urine preferences were examined.   
 Three separate groups of mice received the olfactory choice tests (Table 1).  
Specifically, Group 1 subjects (n=9) were Pcdh21-Cre-positive and had received bilateral 
AOB injections of AAV-ChR2.  These mice received three series of trials in which nasal 
access to both volatile and non-volatile components of the odor was allowed.  One series 
consisted of 5 trials with EFU used as the odor source.  In trial 1, 100% EFU was placed 
behind one port and water behind the second port; trial 2 was identical to trial 1 except 
that the ports with EFU and water were switched.  On trial 3, one port was baited with 
5% EFU and investigation at this port also produced laser stimulation for the duration of 
the nose poke.  On trial 4, 5% EFU without laser stimulation was used, and trial 5 was a 
replication of trial 3.  A second series of trials was given in the same manner as the first 
series, except that IMU was used in place of EFU in one of the odor ports.  A 6th trial 
was also added that repeated the trial 4 test of 5% IMU alone to insure that repeated 
testing had not produced lack of interest in investigation of the odor ports.  For the final 
series of odor choice trials a food odor was used in place of urine.  The food was a paste 
of ‘NutterButter’ cookie (Nabisco, East Hanover, NJ) in mineral oil; mineral oil was used 
in the other odor port.  Several days before the odor choice tests, subjects had been fed 
the cookies, which they eagerly consumed.  Six trials were given as was done with the 
IMU test series, with 5% food odor being paired with laser on trials 3 and 5; 100% food 
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odor was used in trial 6.  To insure sufficient investigation of cookie odors during testing, 
mice were food restricted (2 hours access to food pellets each day) while these trials were 
being conducted.  Group 2 (n=8) subjects were Pcdh21-Cre-positive and had received 
bilateral AOB injections of AAV-ChR2.  These mice were tested in the same series of 
trials with EFU, IMU and food as the odor stimulus that the Group 1 subjects received, 
except that only access to volatiles was permitted.  In addition, after the olfactory choice 
tests, these subjects were given habituation-dishabituation tests (e.g., Baum and Keverne, 
2002) to insure that the ability to discriminate between diluted urinary odors was intact.  
Briefly, these subjects were given three presentations of water followed by three 
presentations of 5% IMU followed by three presentations of 5% EFU.  Subjects received 
these tests in their home cage and had nasal access to the odor cues applied to filter paper.  
The time that mice spent investigating (nose within 1 cm) the odor was recorded.  After 
the habituation-dishabituation testing, these subjects were used in mating tests to examine 
the effects of laser stimulation on sexual behavior (described below).  Finally, to control 
for the possibility that laser stimulation by itself had an effect on the investigation of 
urine, a third group (Group 3, C57Bl/6 males, n=7) of subjects was tested that did not 
receive an injection of AAV-ChR2, but were fitted with the chronic fiber optic implant 
and received laser stimulation during selected trials with diluted urine.  These mice 
received the EFU and IMU series of trials in which access to both volatile and non-
volatiles was permitted. 
Mating Behavior: 
After completing olfactory choice and chemosignal habituation-dishabituation 
testing, Group 2 mice (Pcdh21-Cre-positive and infected with AAV-ChR2) were 
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observed in mating tests with estrous females.  Male subjects (one Group 2 male could 
not be used, leaving n=7) were connected to the fiber optic cable, and, to facilitate 
habituation, placed into a test box containing approximately 500 ml 50% clean bedding 
and 50% soiled bedding from the male’s own cage to make the odor environment more 
similar to the males home cage.  After 30 minutes habituation, a sexually receptive 
female was introduced into the test box and mating behaviors were observed.  Each male 
subject received 3 tests, conducted four days apart and in randomized order.  For test 1 
(Baseline), males received no laser stimulation during the test.  For test 2 (Timed), the 
laser was turned on for 30 s every 3 minutes, regardless of males’ location or behavior 
towards the stimulus female.  (Thirty-second laser stimulation was chosen based on Luo 
et al. (2003), who showed that in freely moving mice, AOB mitral cell firing persisted for 
up to 30 s after initiating nasal investigation of an anesthetized stimulus animal).  For test 
3 (Triggered), optogenetic AOB stimulation was delivered for 30 s whenever the male 
subject physically contacted the female (typically either nasal investigation or mounting).  
After the 30-s laser stimulation, no laser activation occurred for 2.5 min.  After the 2.5-
min interval, the next investigation or mount of the female by the male produced another 
delivery of 30-s laser stimulation, followed again by 2.5 min of no activation.  This 
pattern continued until the test was terminated, which occurred after males ejaculated or 
after 20 min had elapsed.  Therefore, each Timed test that lasted 20 min contained 3 min 
(6 X 30 s) during which the laser was on; full-length Triggered tests could contain as 
much as 3 min of laser stimulation, but could contain less if males failed to investigate 
the female.  Tests were videotaped and subsequently viewed to score males’ investigation 
of the female (defined as nasal contact with the body of the estrous female) as well as 
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mounting of the female.  Mounts with slow rhythmic pelvic thrusting were distinguished 
and scored as intromissions (Baum et al., 1994; Morali et al., 2003).  
Histological Assessment of Viral Infection:   
Once the behavioral assays were completed, all animals were deeply anesthetized 
with sodium pentobarbital (150 mg/kg i.p.) and were transcardially perfused with 0.1M 
phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4) and then with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA).  Brains 
were extracted from the skull and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 hours and 
then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose for 48 hours at 4°C.  Olfactory bulbs and cortex tissue 
were stored in OCT at -80°C until sectioning.  Tissue was cut in 30 µm sagittal sections 
using a cryostat (Microm HM 500M, Richard Allen Scientific, Kalamazoo, MI).  
Sections were mounted on slides with Vectashield mounting medium either with or 
without counterstain with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 1.5 μg/ml) (Vector 
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).  Microscopy images were acquired using a Nikon Ni-E 
fluorescent motorized microscope or an Olympus Fluoview FV10i inverted confocal laser 
scanning microscope.  Three representative sections (medial, middle and lateral, 
approximately 150 μm apart) were examined for each AOB hemisphere, which was 
identified based on its dorsal position and unique laminar structure.  The total number of 
red fluorescent M/T cells (i.e., mCherry+) were counted using ImageJ Software (NIH).  
To obtain a rough estimate of the proportion of M/T cells that were infected, all DAPI-
labeled neurons in the mitral cell layer of these sections were counted for 2 subjects that 
received viral injections to estimate the total number of cells per AOB in each 
hemisphere (4 hemispheres).  These estimates were then used to compute the percentage 
of M/T cells that were infected with ChR2-mCherry in each hemisphere.   
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Statistical Analysis: 
Data from the laser pre-exposure trials with water in each odor port, as well as the 
odor choice tests were examined for each group of subjects using 2-way repeated 
measures ANOVAs with Trial and Odor Port as the factors.  Analyses were conducted 
using the General Linear Models procedure in IBM SPSS Statistics (Armonk, NY); data 
from each series of trials with different odors (pre-exposure, EFU, IMU or food) were 
analyzed separately.  Huynh-Feldt corrections were applied when the sphericity 
assumption of repeated measures ANOVAs was violated; the corrected degrees of 
freedom are reported where appropriate in Table 1.2.  Planned (a priori) comparisons 
were used to examine whether laser stimulation coupled with odors differed from 
investigation of odor alone.  Other planned comparisons examined investigation of 100% 
versus 5% odor (no laser), or 100% odor versus 5% odor + laser.  Habituation-
dishabituation was examined with paired t-tests to compare the mean investigation times 
for the dishabituation responses of each group: third water presentation versus the first 
EFU, and the third presentation of EFU with the first presentation of IMU.  In the mating 
tests, investigation rates and measures of sexual behavior were compared between the 
Baseline, Timed and Triggered tests with repeated measures ANOVAs.  Because the first 
laser stimulus was not applied in the Timed and Triggered tests until at least 2.5 min into 
the test, behaviors occurring in the first 2.5 min of all tests were not included in analyses.  
In the two tests with laser activation, paired t-tests were used within each test to compare 
behaviors occurring with the laser on versus those occurring when the laser was off. 
 
RESULTS 
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Anatomical and Functional Verification of ChR2 Expression:   
Bilateral infection of the AOB with AAV-ChR2 yielded, as expected, expression 
of mCherry that was mainly restricted to cells in the mitral cell layer of the AOB (Figure 
1), and red fluorescing fibers were also seen in the MeA, a primary target of AOB output 
(Figure 4.1).  In most subjects we also noted some spread of infection to adjacent M/T 
cells in the MOB.  There was an average of between 9-11 mCherry+ cells per AOB 
section in male mice that received injections of AAV-ChR2 virus (Table 1.1).  Based on 
the total number of DAPI-labeled cells counted in 4 hemispheres, the infection rate for 
each hemisphere was estimated to be between 2 to 6 % of all AOB cells in the mitral cell 
layer.  As DAPI stains glia in addition to neurons (Loesel et al., 2006), these values 
substantially underestimate the proportion of the M/T cell population that was infected by 
the AAV-ChR2 virus.  Electrical recordings from the medial amygdala in anesthetized 
mice demonstrated that optical stimulation of the AOB in Pcdh21-Cre-positive mice 
infected with AAV-ChR2 produced spiking activity (Figure 4.2).  The lowest power that 
produced reliable spiking was 5 mW at the tip of the optical fiber; this level was used for 
all of the behavioral studies.  
Odor Investigation: 
Pre-exposure trials: water vs water + laser.  All groups received 4 trials with both 
odor ports baited with water prior to beginning odor choice trials to determine whether 
laser activation coupled with one of the odor ports would affect investigation.  For none 
of the 3 groups was there a main effect of Odor Port (Group 1, p=0.88; Group 2, p=0.08; 
Group 3, p=0.11), indicating that laser stimulation by itself did not affect investigation. 
(Figure 4.3) 
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Group 1: Pcdh-Cre+/-, AAV-ChR2, volatiles + non-volatiles:  
 In the first series of trials, mice investigated odors significantly more than the 
water port (Figure 4.4A), as indicated by a main effect for Odor Port (p=0.005), and 
overall investigation of odor ports differed between the 5 trials (Trial effect, p=0.007).  
There was also a significant Trial X Odor Port interaction (p=0.009).  Planned 
comparisons revealed that laser stimulation coupled with 5% EFU (trials 3 and 5) 
significantly enhanced investigation relative to 5% EFU alone (trial 4, p=0.005).  
Investigation of 100% EFU (trials 1 and 2) was significantly greater than either 5% EFU 
alone (trial 4, p=0.009) or 5% EFU with laser (trials 3 and 5, p=0.026).  These results 
indicate that although laser activation coupled with 5% EFU increased investigation 
relative to 5% EFU alone, it only partially duplicated the effects of 100% EFU on males’ 
motivation to investigate. 
 Quite different results were seen in tests with IMU (Figure 4.4B).  Overall there 
was no difference in the investigation of 100% (undiluted) IMU stimuli compared to 
water [Odor Port effect, p=0.218, and investigation did not differ across the 6 trials (Trial 
effect, p=0.088), but there was a Trial X Odor Port interaction (p=0.004).  Planned 
comparisons revealed that while there was no difference in the mean investigation of 
100% IMU compared to 5% IMU (p=0.722), levels of investigation during laser pairing 
with 5% IMU were significantly reduced relative to either 5% IMU alone (p=0.012) or 
100% IMU (p=0.003).   
 To examine whether the enhanced response to 5% EFU when coupled with laser 
activation might generalize to a different attractive odor, a food source was used (Figure 
4.4C).  Food (NutterButter) odor proved highly attractive to mice relative to water (Odor 
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Port effect, p<0.0001).  Planned comparisons showed that 100% food odor was preferred 
over either 5% food odor alone (p<0.0001) or 5% food odor + laser (p<0.0001).   There 
was a non-significant trend for investigation of 5% food odor + laser to be less than that 
for 5% food odor alone (p=0.059).  As the food odors presented in this study were 
presumably detected by the main olfactory system, it is not surprising that optogenetic 
activation of the AOB had no effect on subjects’ investigation of this stimulus.   
Group 2: Pcdh-Cre+/-, AAV-ChR2, volatiles only:   
To examine whether the increased attractiveness of 5% EFU seen with laser 
activation in Group 1 subjects would be observed when physical contact with the odor 
stimuli was prevented, a new cohort of subjects (Group 2) were tested that were allowed 
access to volatiles only.  As previous research (Martel and Baum, 2007, 2009; Slotnick et 
al., 2010) suggested that volatile pheromonal signals detected by the main olfactory 
system gain access to the AOB via centrifugal inputs from the medial amygdala, this 
experiment tested the possible contribution of such signaling in the context of the 
stimulatory effects of optogenetic activation of the AOB on males’ investigation of 
diluted EFU as well as IMU.  As was seen for Group 1, in trials with EFU versus water 
male subjects investigated EFU volatiles more than water (Odor Port effect, p=0.0007), 
and 100% EFU was investigated more than 5% EFU (planned comparison of trials 1 and 
2 versus trial 4: p=0.002) (Figure 4.5A).  However, in contrast to Group 1, there was no 
enhancement of investigation of 5% EFU + laser stimulation relative to investigation of 
5% EFU alone (planned comparison of trials 3 and 5 versus trial 4, p=0.195).   
 In trials with IMU vs water, there was a significant main effect of Trial 
(p<0.0001), but no effect of Odor Port (p=0.925) and no Trial X Odor Port interaction 
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(p=0.285) (Figure 4.5B).  Planned comparisons found that while 100% IMU was 
investigated more than either 5% IMU alone (p=0.014) or 5% IMU + laser (p=0.015), 
there was no difference in the investigation of 5% IMU alone or 5% IMU + laser 
(p=0.876). 
 Mice without nasal access to odors responded to food volatiles alone similarly to 
how they responded to the food stimulus when physical access was allowed.  Thus, food 
odor was highly preferred relative to water (Odor Port effect, p=0.0002), and 100% food 
odor was preferred over either 5% food odor alone or 5% food odor + laser (planned 
comparisons, p=0.0002dd; p=0.001, respectively) (Figure 4.5C).  There was no 
difference in the investigation of 5% food odor compared to 5% food odor + laser 
(p=0.282). 
 To insure that that the minimal investigation of diluted volatile murine 
chemosignals was not due to males’ inability to detect the stimuli, subjects were given 
habituation-dishabituation tests with sequential, home cage exposures to diluted urinary 
volatiles or water as described previously (Baum and Keverne, 2002).  Subjects 
dishabituated from the final of three presentations of water to the first presentation of 5% 
IMU (p=0.04) as well as from the final of three presentations of 5% IMU to the first of 
three presentations of 5% EFU (p=0.006), indicating that mice were capable of detecting 
the diluted urinary chemosignals used in the odor preference tests.   
Group 3: C57Bl/6, volatiles + non-volatiles:   
To control for the possibility that laser stimulation alone (in absence of ChR2 
expression in AOB M/T neurons) affected investigation of odors, non-transgenic C57Bl/6 
males were implanted with a chronic fiber optic and given the series of tests with EFU 
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and IMU.  These males all received mating experience with estrous female mice prior to 
the urinary preference tests, as well as pre-exposure trials with ports baited with either 
water or water + laser, similar to Groups 1 and 2. For the EFU versus water trials, there 
were significant main effects of Odor Port (p=0.0006) and Trial (p<0.0001), as well as a 
Trial X Odor Port interaction (p<0.0001), indicating that odors were investigated 
differentially in comparison to water across trials (Figure 4.6A).  Planned comparisons 
showed that 100% EFU was investigated significantly more than either 5% EFU alone 
(p=0.006) or 5% EFU + laser (p=0.001), but there was no difference in investigation of 
5% EFU alone versus 5% EFU + laser (p=0.113).  In IMU trials, there was no effect of 
Odor Port (p=0.223), indicating that overall, water and IMU were investigated 
equivalently (Figure 4.6B).  Similarly, there was no significant effect of Trial (p=0.107) 
and no interaction (p=0.075).  Further, none of the planned comparisons were significant: 
100% IMU vs either 5% IMU alone or 5% IMU + laser, or 5% IMU alone vs 5% IMU + 
laser (all p>0.05).  Together, these results indicate that laser stimulation of the AOB in 
males not infected with AAV-ChR2 had no effect on response to either EFU or IMU. 
Mating Behavior: 
Males in Group 2 were given three mating behavior tests on different days with 
estrous females, one with the laser off (Baseline), one with laser activation occurring at 
set times during the test (Timed), and one with laser activation that was triggered by close 
investigation of the female by the male subject (Triggered).  Because tests were 
terminated if the male ejaculated, test durations varied and investigation rates were 
computed as percentage of the entire test spent investigating.  Notably, in the tests that 
lasted the full 20 min, all subjects during the Triggered test received six 30-s laser 
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activations, which was the same amount as that received in the Timed tests.  Two of 7, 1 
of 7, and 3 of 7 males ejaculated in the Baseline, Timed, and Triggered laser tests, 
respectively.  
 On basic measures, including total test duration and proportion of males that 
achieved an ejaculation in each test, there were no significant differences among the tests.  
There were also no differences between the 3 tests in various other measures of male 
copulatory behavior, including total duration or frequency of mounts, or in assessment of 
mating efficiency, which can be defined as the percentage of mounts that include 
intromissions (“hit rate”, Sachs and Barfield, 1976).  However, when the Timed and 
Triggered tests were divided into laser-ON versus laser-OFF periods, significant effects 
of laser activation on male mounting behaviors were seen.  Specifically, whereas mating 
efficiency during the laser-ON versus laser-OFF portions of the test did not differ in the 
Timed tests (p=0.711), this measure was significantly higher in the Triggered tests during 
laser-ON compared to laser-OFF periods (p=0.017), indicating that only properly timed 
laser stimulation yielded an increase in mating efficiency (Figure 4.7).   
 Meanwhile, measures of investigation of the female by male subjects in the 3 
tests, including total duration of investigation (p=0.678) or percentage of the test spent 
investigating (p=0.718) were not different, indicating that in contrast to the effects of 
laser on the investigation of diluted female urinary odors observed in the odor choice 
tests, optogenetic activation of AOB M/T cells did not enhance investigation of the 
female during dyadic interactions.  In particular, investigation rates in the Timed and 
Triggered tests were not affected by laser activation:  no differences were observed in 
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either test in the percentage of time spent investigating during the laser-ON versus laser-
OFF test periods (Timed: p=0.187; Triggered: p=0.294). 
 
DISCUSSION 
In male mice in which blue light-sensitive ChR2 was expressed bilaterally in a 
relatively small sub-population of AOB projection neurons, laser stimulation produced 
odor context-dependent responses.  During investigation of diluted EFU, which normally 
has reduced attractiveness in comparison to undiluted EFU, concurrent laser activation of 
AOB M/T cells increased investigation, whereas investigation of diluted IMU was 
decreased when the same AOB laser stimulation was applied.  The opposite response to 
the two odors is notable because the repeated measures design enabled us to examine, in 
each male subject, the effects of laser-induced activation of the identical population of 
ChR2-expressing AOB M/T cells.  Thus, the same parameters of optogenetic AOB 
stimulation can augment or reduce males’ investigation of urinary stimuli, suggesting that 
the AOB input pathway is a dedicated motivational forebrain circuit that modulates hard-
wired approach/avoidance responses to pheromones derived from the 2 sexes.   
 It is tempting to speculate that laser-induced activation of the AOB inputs to the 
forebrain accentuated the incentive value of diluted urine to the level of undiluted urine.  
Indeed, in the odor choice tests investigation of diluted EFU was accentuated by 
optogenetic activation of the AOB, although it did not equal the level of investigation 
observed with 100% EFU.  The results for IMU are more difficult to interpret, as 
responses of male mice to IMU appear less consistent compared to EFU.  For example, 
Pcdh-Cre/AAV-ChR2 mice in Group 1 showed responses to 5% IMU that were no 
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different from responses to 100% IMU (Figure 4.4B), a response that was replicated by 
control mice (C57Bl/6) in Group 3 (Figure 4.6B).  To examine this further, we tested 
Pcdh-Cre-/- littermates in the olfactory choice box to measure investigation of 100% 
IMU vs water (trials 1 and 2) or 5% IMU vs water (trials 3 and 4).  Again, there was no 
difference in the investigation of 100% or 5% IMU relative to water.  Thus, the laser-
induced reduction in the interest of 5% IMU was not the behavioral response typically 
seen to 100% IMU, but suggests that 5% IMU is aversive when coupled with laser 
activation.   
 One interpretation of these results may be in the context of the known role of the 
AOS in territorial scent marking and aggression shown by male mice to male intruders 
(Clancy et al., 1984; Maruniak et al., 1986). Perhaps laser stimulation coupled with 
diluted IMU caused male subjects to avoid investigating what they may have perceived 
as a urinary stimulus from a more dominant/territorial male.  We note further that the 
effects of laser activation on the response to urinary chemosignals depended on the 
subject having physical access to the urine, as there was no effect of laser applied 
concurrently with nose-poking when only volatiles were accessible.  This observation 
strongly implicates the essential role of AOS-dependent processing of non-volatile 
pheromonal cues in the behavioral response to odors, both in isolation and in a social 
context (i.e., mating), as discussed below. These results also show that in the present 
context the ability of optogenetic AOB stimulation to modify males’ investigation of 
diluted EFU as well as IMU did not reflect the initial detection and processing of these 
olfactory stimuli by the main olfactory system, as was previously suggested may occur 
(Martel and Baum, 2007, 2009; Xu et al., 2005).  
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 Results of the mating study provide evidence that enhancement of AOS signaling 
during investigation of the female augments males’ reproductive performance.  When the 
laser was turned on, a higher proportion of mounts resulted in penile intromission, but 
only when laser stimulation was initiated when males were in nasal contact with the 
estrous female.  This suggests that strong AOS input concurrent with mounting improves 
mating efficiency, or penile “hit rate.” Conversely, there was no tendency for olfactory 
investigation of the female to be increased by laser in either the Triggered or Timed 
mating tests.  An explanation may be that investigation is reduced in the presence of the 
female and replaced by copulatory behaviors.  Nevertheless, our results suggest that 
strengthening input from the AOS during such behaviors may improve performance, 
perhaps by maintaining males’ level of arousal during mating.  Previous studies in male 
mice where  the VNO was surgically removed (Pankevich et al., 2004), the AOB was 
lesioned (Jakupovic et al., 2008), or in which VNO signaling was impaired by  knocking 
out TRPC2 cation channels that respond to social odors (Leypold et al., 2002; Stowers et 
al., 2002) showed no disruption in mating behavior.  More recently, Haga-Yamanaka et 
al. (2014) reported that anogenital application of a female-specific urinary component or 
of sulfated estrogens to different groups of ovariectomized female mice failed to 
stimulate mounting in male subjects whereas combined application of these compounds 
to other ovariectomized females significantly augmented males’ mounting behavior.  In 
the absence of ovarian hormone priming in that study, ovariectomized females did not 
display lordosis, making it impossible for males to achieve penile intromissions.  Thus 
the impact of exogenous pheromone priming on males’ capacity to achieve intromission 
after mounting could not be studied, and the link to our current observation that 
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optogenetic activation of the AOB augmented intromission is limited.  Taken together, 
however, our findings together with other previous reports suggest that AOS signaling 
facilitates males’ reproductive capacity by augmenting their attraction to female 
pheromones as well as their sexual arousal, leading to intromission and ejaculation.    
 We cannot rule out the possibility that a new percept was created in the presence 
of a 5% odor cue by concurrent laser stimulation of ChR2-expressing neurons that are not 
normally activated by the odor.  Similarly, a different set of parameters used to activate 
AOB neurons could have produced different behavioral responses.  We selected a 20 Hz 
frequency at a pulse duration of 5 ms based on previous research using optogenetic 
stimulation of cells expressing ChR2 in behaving animals (Gradinaru et al., 2009) as well 
as the rate of mitral cell firing observed in males as they investigate a female conspecific 
(Luo et al., 2003). 
 Several control studies strengthen the interpretation that laser stimulation 
selectively affected the response to pheromonal cues.  There was no effect of optogenetic 
activation of AOB M/T cells on males’ investigation of diluted food odor, whether or not 
physical access to the stimulus was permitted.  There is currently no evidence that food or 
any other non-social odors are processed by the AOS, although one report (Sam et al., 
2001) showed that isolated VNO sensory neurons can respond to various odorants.  
Nevertheless, food (cookie) odor was clearly attractive to mice, so laser stimulation did 
not strengthen the saliency of all attractive odors.   
 There was also no effect of laser activation on the investigation of a null stimulus 
(water) indicating that laser stimulation alone was neither aversive nor rewarding.  This 
indicates that signals created by laser-induced firing of ChR2-expressing neurons require 
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a non-volatile odor context for such signals to be salient.  From the electrophysiological 
recordings of anesthetized mice that received laser stimulation, we saw that spiking 
occurred in the medial amygdala even without odors present, suggesting that medial 
amygdala activation alone is not sufficient to alter investigation of an irrelevant stimulus.  
The absence of any behavioral effect of optogenetic AOB activation in the absence of a 
pheromonal odor context contrasts with results of previous experiments showing that 
optogenetic activation of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area (Tsai et al., 
2009) as well as serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus (Li et al., 2014) caused 
mice to investigate stimulation-linked spatial areas.   
 Spread of the ChR2-carrying virus to a few adjacent MOB M/T cells was seen in 
most subjects, so we have not completely ruled out the possibility that optogenetic-
induced activation of these cells could have contributed to the behavioral effects 
documented in this study.  There are two reasons, however, that this is unlikely.  First, the 
optical fiber that delivered laser stimulation was implanted along the midline between the 
left and right AOBs.  As laser intensity dissipates through tissue (Yizhar et al., 2011), 
optical signals reaching MOB M/T cells would be weakened.  Although it remains 
possible that this signal was nevertheless sufficient to activate MOB cells, an important 
observation was that there was no effect of laser stimulation on Group 2 subjects’ 
preferences for either diluted EFU or IMU, where access to only volatiles was permitted.  
Thus, even if the MOB was activated by laser in these subjects, it had no effect on 
investigatory behavior, at least when only volatile chemosignals were present.   
 In conclusion, these results extend previous lesion and genetic disruption studies 
suggesting that the VNO-AOB inputs to the forebrain motivate male mice to seek out 
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opposite-sex and avoid same-sex pheromones.  Moreover, we demonstrate that activation 
of this circuitry can augment sexual arousal, leading to an increased probability of penile 
intromission and resultant reproductive success.   
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Table 4.1: Summary of experimental details and AAV-ChR2 infection rates for male 
subjects. 
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Table 4.2: Additional data for mating tests. 
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Figure 4.1: Examples of the distribution of ChR2-mCherry-infected mitral cells in the 
AOB in three sagittal sections from medial, middle, and lateral regions of a single 
representative AOB. mCherry-labeled cells and fibers can be seen throughout the mitral 
cell layer, and fibers are also prevalent in the glomerular layer (Gl) and lateral olfactory 
tract (Lot). A photomicrograph of a Nissl-stained section from the AOB is shown on the 
bottom left panel. Gr, granule cell layer; MC, mitral cell layer. Scale bar = 100 microns. 
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Figure 4.2:  Top, Multiunit activity in the medial amygdala of an anesthetized, Pcdh21-
Cre male mouse virally infected with ChR2 in the AOB is shown following optogenetic 
stimulation of the AOB. Traces are shown following stimulation at laser power levels of 
20 and 5 mW. Bottom, ChR2-mCherry fluorescing axons appear coursing through the 
medial amygdala. MeA, anterior medial amygdala; OT, optic tract; IIIv, third ventricle. 
The boxed region in the MeA is ∼ 250 × 250 microns. 
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Figure 4.3: Blue laser stimulation of the AOB when paired with the investigation of water 
in one test port failed to either augment or reduce the time that male mice spent 
investigating at that port. A, group 1, Protocadherin-Cre subjects in which AOB mitral 
cells were infected with ChR2 virus (AAV-ChR2); nasal access to the water stimuli was 
allowed. B, group 2, Protocadherin-Cre subjects in which AOB mitral cells were infected 
with AAV-ChR2; nasal access to the water stimuli was blocked. C, group 3, C57Bl/6 
subjects without viral infection; nasal access to the water stimuli was allowed. 
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Figure 4.4 
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Figure 4.4: Effect of optogenetic stimulation of the AOB on the preference of male mice 
(group 1) to investigate (nose poke) ports containing water versus one of three different 
odors in trials given on separate days. Subjects were permitted nasal access to 
odors/water in all trials. A, Overall, male subjects preferred to investigate female urinary 
odors over water (main effect of odor port). A planned contrast revealed that optogenetic 
AOB stimulation significantly augmented males’ preference for 5% EFU compared with 
5% EFU alone. Other planned contrasts (not indicated) showed that males investigated 
100% EFU more than either 5% EFU or 5% EFU coupled with laser. B, Overall, male 
subjects showed no preference to investigate IMU over water (no main effect of odor 
port). A planned contrast showed that optogenetic AOB stimulation significantly reduced 
males’ investigation of 5% IMU relative to 5% IMU alone. An additional planned 
contrast (not indicated) showed that there was no difference in the investigation of 100% 
IMU versus 5% IMU. C, Male subjects preferred to investigate food odors over water 
(main effect of odor port). A planned contrast showed that pairing optogenetic AOB 
stimulation with 5% food odors failed to affect males’ investigation of this stimulus. 
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Figure 4.5 
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Figure 4.5: Effect of optogenetic stimulation of the AOB on the preference of male mice 
(group 2) to investigate (nose poke) ports containing water versus one of three different 
odors in trials given on separate days. Nasal access to odors/water was blocked, thereby 
making only volatile odor stimuli available to subjects. A, Male subjects preferred to 
investigate EFU over water (main effect of odor port). A planned contrast showed that in 
absence of nasal contact with the stimuli optogenetic AOB stimulation failed to influence 
males’ preference for 5% EFU over 5% EFU alone. Other planned contrasts (not 
indicated) showed that investigation of volatiles from 100% EFU was greater in 
comparison to 5% EFU or 5% EFU plus laser stimulation. B, Male subjects showed no 
preference to investigate IMU over water (main effect of odor port). In the absence of 
nasal contact with the stimuli, a planned contrast showed that optogenetic AOB 
stimulation failed to affect males’ investigation of 5% IMU. C, Male subjects preferred to 
investigate food odors over water (main effect of odor port). A planned contrast shows 
that pairing optogenetic AOB stimulation with 5% food odors failed to affect males’ 
investigation of this stimulus 
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Figure 4.6: Effects of laser stimulation of the AOB in control (uninfected, nontransgenic) 
C57Bl/6 male mice (group 3) on the investigation (nose poking) of ports containing water 
versus urinary odors in trials given on separate days. Nasal access to odors/water was 
permitted on all trials. A, Male mice preferred to investigate (nose-poke) EFU over water 
(main effect of odor port); however, a planned contrast found that laser stimulation of the 
AOB in the absence of ChR2 expression in AOB mitral cells failed to augment males’ 
investigation of diluted, 5% EFU. B, Male mice never displayed a preference for IMU 
over water (no main effect of odor port), and a planned contrast showed that laser 
stimulation of the AOB in the absence of ChR2 expression in AOB mitral cells did not 
modulate these preferences. 
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Figure 4.7: In mating tests, optogenetic stimulation of AOB mitral cells significantly 
augmented the occurrence of penile intromission in male mice when the laser was 
switched on following nasal contact the stimulus estrous female or a direct mount of the 
female (triggered). * denotes a significant difference in the percentage of mounts with 
intromission during the laser-ON versus laser-OFF portions of the triggered test (paired t 
test, p = 0.017). By contrast, there was no difference (n.s.) in males’ intromission success 
during laser-ON compared with laser-OFF periods when optogenetic AOB stimulation 
was applied at arbitrary (2.5 min) intervals (timed). Results are also shown from a single 
baseline test during which the male subjects were allowed to mate with an estrous female 
in the absence of any optogenetic AOB stimulation. 
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  In rodent species like mice, the ability to seek out a mate, avoid inbreeding, 
correctly identify the reproductive status of a mating partner, and maintain territorial and 
social dominance all rely on correct processing of social odors, or pheromones (Batty 
1978, Brock et al 2013, Kaur et al 2014).  Much research has focused on the role of the 
accessory olfactory system (AOS) in the processing of non-volatile pheromones 
(Mucignat-Caretta et al 2012), and it is known that both the production and response to 
these chemical cues are dependent on circulating gonadal steroids (Harvey et al 1989, 
Keller et al 2006a, Lin et al 2005, Scott & Pfaff 1970, Wood & Newman 1995).  
Meanwhile, volatiles from social odors can also provide information to a recipient, and 
increasing evidence points to an involvement of the main olfactory system (MOS) in the 
detection of these signals.  Similarly, gonadal hormones affect MOS function, as 
castration influences the ability of male rats to detect and discriminate odors in a go-no-
go paradigm (Doty & Ferguson-Segall 1989).  Androgen receptors are found on MOB 
mitral cells as well as in the piriform cortex (PC) of rats. It is therefore surprising that 
there is little information documenting the role and effects of testosterone on neuronal 
activity in the olfactory system.  In an early study of this topic, single unit recordings 
from the MOB of castrated male rats following administration of testosterone increased 
the response magnitude of M/T neurons in the MOB to female urinary odor (Pfaff & 
Pfaffmann 1969).   However, no studies have systematically examined hormonal effects 
on the PC, which receives the predominant proportion of direct output from the MOB. 
Therefore, in this dissertation the first two aims (Chapter 2 and 3) are devoted to 
understanding the role of the main olfactory system in processing volatile socially 
relevant urinary odors and how olfactory processing of these odors in mice is modulated 
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depending on the presence or absence of circulating testosterone.  The third aim (Chapter 
4) focused on odorant processing by the accessory olfactory system for socially relevant 
urinary pheromones, and how the male brain interprets these signals to affect 
reproductive behavior. 
GONADAL HORMONES ARE CRITICAL FOR VOLATILE PHEROMONAL 
ODOR DISCRIMINATION   
 Gonadal hormones like testosterone and estradiol have long been known to exert 
influences on the brain and behavior of an animal.  Results from the studies described 
herein show that circulating sex hormones play a critical role in facilitating the capacity 
of mice of both sexes to learn a GNG task even before odor cues are presented.  In 
selecting a task to investigate my hypothesis, I chose to study odor discrimination over 
odor detection tasks because Odor discrimination tasks are more cognitively demanding, 
as they require subjects to form a transient representation of the target odor and use this 
representation during subsequent selection when odors are presented (Hedner et al 2010).  
Using an operant odor discrimination task as our behavioral readout gives us the benefit 
of behavioral reproducibility over multiple trials and also provides a very precise 
temporal resolution for a behavior, which could be useful if researchers correlate it with 
neuronal activity. Animals are highly motivated to learn and correctly perform in operant 
behavioral tasks compared to non-operant tasks like odor detection or preference tests 
that rely on animal’s innate preference or motivation, which could give a highly variable 
response. Previous studies that tested odor discrimination ability using an operant Go/No-
go (GNG) test found that gonadectomized males treated with estradiol benzoate (EB) 
performed significantly better than EB-treated gonadectomized females (Wesson et al 
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2006). In an another simple odor discrimination task, researchers found that male mice 
learned the task more readily than female mice (Mihalick et al 2000). In the present study 
odor discrimination was examined in a water-motivated GNG task.  No sex differences 
were found between male and female mice either on learning or in their performance 
during testing. These results are in disagreement with previous study that showed 
significant sex difference in GNG odor discrimination performance where GDX male 
mice with EB were significantly better at discriminating both social and non-biological 
odors compared to GDX female mice with EB (Wesson et al., 2006). Differences in the 
results between Wesson et al study and our current work could stem from methodological 
differences. The current study used water as reward stimuli to motivate animals to learn 
and complete the GNG odor discrimination task compared to food as a reward stimulus 
by the Wesson group. Rodents like mice generally cope better and have less health 
problems with water restriction than food, especially if the experiment is over a long time 
period like ours (Guo et al., 2014; Treichler and Hall, 1962).  In the Wesson et al. study 
animals only had one port for both odor sampling and to receive water reward by licking 
(S+ odor) or not licking (S- odor) at the spout. Behavioral response in the current GNG 
task required animals to nose poke at a designated odor port and then depending on the 
odor to move to an adjacent reward port or remove his nose from the odor port for 5 
seconds, whereby making the response for correct choice more deliberate and demanding 
which should make the results more powerful and stable over time.   
I also found that gonadectomy reduced the capacity of both sexes to discriminate 
between social odors, but gonadectomy did not eliminate the learned response. Studies 
have looked at the initial acquisition of olfactory tasks like sand digging (Sorwell 2008) 
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or GNG (Wesson 2006) in gonadectomized animals and showed that gonadectomy 
impairs task acquisition, but as far as we know no study has looked at the odor 
discrimination performance in animals that initially learned the task when they were 
gonadally intact but showed marked deficits in the same task performance when they 
were gonadectomized. Results from the study hints that once the task has been learned, 
circulating sex hormones help in the maintenance of the learned response behavior. 
Studies have dissected areas in the brain that  are important for initial acquisition of a 
learned behavior but lesioning the area after the behavior is learned did not affect the 
maintenance of the learned task (Hart et al 1997, Poremba & Gabriel 1999).  
 
PIRIFORM CORTEX PYRAMIDAL NEURONS RESPOND SPARSELY TO 
URINARY PHEROMONES AND ARE MODULATED BY TESTOSTERONE.  
 Volatile odors are processed by the main olfactory system, which sends a large 
chunk of axonal projections from M/T cells in the MOB to anterior regions of the 
piriform cortex (aPC) through the lateral olfactory tract  (Restrepo et al 2004).  There 
have been relatively few experiments that used pheromonal odors like urine as a stimulus 
to study the response of aPC primary neurons (pyramidal cells); (Illig & Haberly 2003, 
Payton et al 2012, Stettler & Axel 2009).  Piriform cortex is generally thought of as a 
primary olfactory cortex and is also known as an association cortex specially the aPC, as 
it has strong reciprocal connections with the MOB and also receives substantial 
descending input from orbitofrontal cortex and amygdala (Johnson et al 2000, Majak et al 
2004). This unique anatomy suggests that aPC might not function solely as a sensory 
information integration region but could also act as an association cortex, integrating 
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incoming olfactory information with descending input from higher-order association 
areas like OFC and amygdala. In an operant go/no study aPC neurons responded 
selectively to odors but this activity was modulated by learning of a simple odor 
discrimination task (Roesch et al 2007), which points to the fact that aPC is not a purely 
sensory information processing area but more an associative or information complier in 
nature.      
 As the PC receives direct odorant information from the MOS, I wanted to study 
whether behavioral reduction in investigation of female urinary volatiles in castrated 
male mice is also mirrored in the aPC neuronal responses.  Previous studies on castrated 
male mice have shown that male mice without circulating testosterone lose their innate 
preference for female urine and that this preference is recovered when males receive 
testosterone replacement (Matochik et al 1994). Despite the acknowledged importance of 
testosterone in establishing the preference for female compared to male urine, there are 
no studies that have carefully examined whether PC responses to odors are affected by 
gonadal hormones.  Therefore, my work (chapter 3) systematically investigated using 
single unit extracellular electrophysiology and the role testosterone plays in the 
processing of biologically significant urinary odors from males and females.   
Single-unit electrophysiological recordings from the aPC of gonadally intact 
anesthetized males aPC during exposure to different urinary volatiles, and to a control 
monomolecular odor, amyl acetate, showed that the aPC responds only sparsely to 
urinary odors. I saw no evidence of neuronal spike frequency or rate differences between 
male, female or castrated male urinary volatiles in the aPC of gonadally intact male 
subjects.  However, I did see a significant reduction in the aPC spontaneous firing rate in 
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male mice following castration, and a restoration of firing in castrated mice that were 
given testosterone replacement.  Further, I saw that in castrated male subjects the number 
of neurons that were phase-locked with the inhalation-exhalation (I/E) transition period 
was significantly lower than that of gonadally intact males or castrated males given 
testosterone replacement. Such phase locked neuronal synchronization to respiration in 
the aPC mimics mitral cell activity in the MOB during odor stimulation (Chaput et al 
1992). Anatomical studies have shown that afferent connections from M/T cells in the 
MOB are predominant in the aPC compared to posterior piriform cortex (pPC) (Schwob 
& Price 1978). Taken together the anatomical afferent projections from M/T cells to aPC 
and similar phase-locking to respiration phenomena in M/T cells of MOB, we could 
hypothesize that similar de-coupling of neuronal activity to respiration will also exist in 
MOB M/T cells. Interestingly another study that looked at the respiration/sniffing activity 
in female mice found that gonadectomy increased their sniff frequency rates (Sorwell et 
al 2008) .   I should mention here that although in this study we measured phase-locking 
of neurons to respiration which is a more “passive” way of odor detection, more “active” 
perception of odor is done through sniffing. Sniffing is a highly dynamic with multiple 
parameters like sniff rate, frequency and intensity that could have profound impact on the 
ultimate perception of an odor (Laing 1983, Sobel et al 2000). So future studies should 
definitely look at whether gonadal status of an animal modulates sniffing behavior and 
whether neurophysiological properties like phase-locking is influenced by changes in the 
sniffing.       
It should be noted that evidence from recent studies suggests that recordings done 
in the MOB and PC in anesthetized animals are dramatically different compared to awake 
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animals. Odor-induced firing rates in M/T cells are always higher in anesthetized animals 
compared to low firing rates in awake animals due to increased inhibition by granule cells 
(Nunez-Parra et al., 2014).  Therefore future studies should look at the role of PC 
neuronal activity while the animals are awake and freely behaving and engaging in 
olfactory tasks. By studying the system in awake behaving mice, one can parse out the 
precise role of sniffing and attentional states in animals under different gonadal states and 
see whether changes in gonadal status also changes sniffing patterns as they did with 
respiration in anesthetized state (Chapter 4). I also looked at the local field potential 
(LFP) oscillatory activity patterns in the aPC. LFPs have long been thought to be 
important for sensory coding, synaptic plasticity, network synchrony and long term 
consolidation of information (Buzsaki & Draguhn 2004). I saw that slow oscillation 
(0.5Hz - 2Hz) and theta oscillations (5Hz – 12Hz) increase in all three groups (gonadally 
intact, gonadectomized and gonadectomized mice that are given testosterone) in response 
to odor stimulation and pre-stimulus (spontaneous) slow and theta oscillation power in 
intact male is significantly enhanced compared to gonadectomized male mice and 
gonadectomized mice treated with testosterone falls somewhere in between the two 
group. My research in conjunction with multiple other studies that looked at the dramatic 
consequence of gonadectomy on neurophysiological properties can be directly reconciled 
with dramatic behavioral consequences of gonadectomy from loss of odor preference 
towards oppose urinary pheromones (Brown 1977, Carr et al 1966) to decrease in odor 
discrimination ability (Chapter 2) and loss of sexual motivation (James & Nyby 2002).  
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OPTOGENETIC STIMULATION OF AOB MITRAL/TUFTED CELLS 
SELECTLY INCREASED ODOR PREFRENCE TO OPPOSITE SEX FEMALE 
DILUTED URIANRY ODORS AND INCREASED MATING EFFICIENCY. 
 Olfactory preferences for opposite sex pheromonal odors are highly dependent on 
functioning MOS and AOS.  Disrupting the MOS by lesioning of the main olfactory 
epithelium completely abolishes male mice’s preference for opposite sex urinary 
pheromones and eliminates mating behavior (Keller et al., 2006 “sexual experience does 
not compensate”). Similarly disrupting AOS by removing VNO in male mice 
significantly disrupts their preference for opposite sex urinary pheromones (Pankevich et 
al., 2004). While it now appears certain that the AOS is involved in rodent courtship 
(appetitive behavior), there is still much speculation about what unique role it may play 
relative to the MOS, during actual copulatory behavior. The interesting question to ask is 
what might be the role of the AOS during consummatory behaviors like mating.   In one 
study removal of the VNO had little effect on copulatory behaviors in male mice 
(Pankevich et al 2004), while in an earlier study, surgical removal of the VNO in male 
mice significantly reduced the levels of male copulatory behaviors like mounting 
compared to sham operated males (Clancy et al 1984). So, the exact role of AOS during 
male sexual behavior is controversial. Conversely, multiple studies have shown that the 
VNO is very important for female sexual behavior and female mice will not assume the 
lordotic receptive behavior if the VNO is removed (Keller et al 2006c).  While past 
studies examining the functional significance of the AOS have used lesions or genetic 
inactivation of the VNO projection circuitry to infer function based on behavioral data, I 
took an alternative approach where I selectively activated a small subset of AOB M/T 
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cells using optogenetic methods and looked at the role of the AOB in male mouse 
investigatory and copulatory behavior (Chapter 4).  Stimulating AOB neurons using 
optogenetics in awake behaving mice not only provided the high temporal and spatial 
resolution to study AOB function but made it possible to study awake, behaving subjects.  
My results indicate that activation of even a small number of randomly ChR2-infected 
M/T neurons in the AOB not only impacted their appetitive or courtship behavior but also 
their consummatory behavior. Results indicate that optogenetic activation of AOB 
forebrain projections increased males’ nasal investigation of diluted (5%) estrous female 
urine but reduced males’ investigation of diluted (5%) testes-intact male urine. No such 
AOB activation effects were seen when paired with nasal access to either water alone or 
diluted food odors, or when animals were only given access to urinary volatiles. 
Activation of M/T cells in the AOB increased mating efficiency (deep pelvic thrusting 
indication of successful intromission) in male mice (Kunkhyen et al 2017). The mating 
efficiency was only seen when light activation of AOB M/T was paired precisely when 
the animals were in physical contact with estrous female, compared to when light 
activation was given at random time points during the test.   These findings extend our 
understanding of the AOS by showing that the AOS motivates male mice to seek out 
opposite-sex and avoid same-sex pheromones while augmenting sexual arousal and 
resultant reproductive performance. 
 One of the interesting results from this study was that there was no effect of AOB 
M/T cell activation during the investigation of a null stimulus (water), indicating that 
activation of AOB neurons alone without any odor context is neither aversive nor 
rewarding.  Previous studies have shown that direct electrical stimulation of different 
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brain regions—including the MOB—is rewarding and motivating, animals receiving 
electrical stimulation will engage in repeated self-stimulation of these regions whenever 
possible (Bielajew & Harris 1991, Carlezon & Chartoff 2007, Phillips & Mogenson 
1969, You et al 2001).   
 Unlike MOB neurons that respond to volatile odorants with rapid and abrupt 
firing, neural activity in the AOB gradually increases in response to odor stimulation 
usually at a much longer time scale, from 10-30 seconds (Luo et al 2003).  So, although 
MOB stimulation has been shown to be rewarding even in absence of an odor context 
(Phillips & Mogenson 1969) in order to test whether AOB stimulation can similarly be 
rewarding without an odor context requires that one stimulate AOB neurons on a more 
sustained time scale compared to what was done in the current study.  Another reason for 
this discrepancy in MOB and AOB self-stimulation could be attributed to the differential 
projections from MOB and AOB neurons.  While the majority of AOB neurons project to 
MeA, the MOB sends direct projections to the OT, which is heavily interconnected with 
forebrain regions such as the ventral tegmental area which is known to drive reward-
related behaviors (Ikemoto 2007). Studies using optogenetic activation to stimulate 
dopaminergic neurons in ventral tegmental areas or serotonergic neurons at the dorsal 
raphe nucleus have been shown to induce spatial preference to environment where 
stimulation was provided (Li et al 2014, Tsai et al 2009).  
 In the current study optical stimulation of AOB neurons occurred for the duration 
of the IR beam break, during which subjects had close nasal contact with the odor source. 
Importantly, there was no effect of optogenetic stimulation on investigation of odors 
unless subjects were allowed physical contact with the stimulus.  As other studies have 
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shown that the AOB is not active unless nasal contact with an odor source occurs (Luo et 
al., 2003), it is likely that neither the VNO nor the AOB were activated in the present 
study when physical contact the stimulus was prevented.  Providing optical AOB 
stimulation under these conditions produced no effect on investigation, suggesting that 
either VNO activation or some level of AOB stimulation—or bothe—are required for 
optical enhancement of AOB activation to produce a behavioral response.  It is 
noteworthy that in the recordings made from anesthetized subjects AOB optical 
stimulation alone—in the absence of an odor—did produce a response in the medial 
amygdala (MeA).  Presuming that optical stimulation in awake animals also produced 
activity in the MeA, this observation suggests that animals did not attend to this activity 
in the absence of corresponding chemosignals.   This suggests that maybe there is a built-
in mechanism in MeA that prevents aberrant responses to MeA activation at times when 
olfactory inputs are dormant.  
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 In chapter 2, I trained groups of mice for 7 days on phase 2 of the GNG task in 
which subjects were required to nose-poke at one port before receiving water in a 2nd 
port.  I found that gonadally intact animals (both male and female) learned the task while 
the animals that were gonadectomized before the start of the training failed to learn the 
task within the allotted 7 day period.  In the future I would like to see whether training 
these gonadectomized animals on more trials or for longer time periods could improve 
their performance and enable them to advance to the next phase of GNG training. If 
animals fail to learn the task under highly motivated (thirst) and extended training period 
, then this might hint towards a more serious learning deficits caused by gonadectomy 
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and researchers can look into areas associated with learning and memory like 
hippocampal and parahippocampal regions (Kerr et al 2007).  Currently in this task 
animals were only water deprived (food was given ad lib in the home cage) to motivate 
them to learn the task, but in future studies one could motivate them further to learn the 
task by depriving them of both food and water.  
Also in my study both male and female mice could discriminate between male 
and female urine in the GNG task. In the current study I randomly chose male urine as 
the S+ (Go-stimulus) and female urine as the S- (No-go stimulus).  It is known from other 
studies that males prefer to investigate female urine and avoid investigating male urine, 
so one can ask whether the results would be any different if the S+/and S- odor stimuli 
were switched. In future studies we could push their discrimination abilities further by 
testing them to discriminate between urinary stimuli of different strains of same sex mice. 
If these experiments yield positive results where we see sex differences in olfactory 
discrimination tasks, then this would suggests that a more rigorous and difficult olfactory 
discrimination tasks should be employed in future to understand and parse out olfactory 
sex differences in perception and learning. In addition to that, because of GNGs fast and 
precise behavioral responses, a number of interesting experiments can be carried out 
using this behavioral paradigm to see whether manipulation either MOS or AOS at 
various different synaptic stations via optogenetics or chemogenetics could shift their 
acquisition rate or performance responses to various odorants (social or nonsocial, single 
or odorant mixtures).             
In chapter 3, I recorded aPC neuronal activity in urethane anesthetized male 
subjects.  Because of the surgical complexity involved in placing electrodes accurately 
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into the aPC, a method was devised to provide a view of the PC via the orbital socket.  
While this method gave assurance as to spatial accuracy, it nevertheless prevented 
recordings from being obtained in awake and freely moving animals. Future studies 
should employ chronic spike and LFP recording techniques that can look at the role of 
gonadal hormones in processing of pheromonal odors. Another advantage of working 
with awake behaving animals is that one can also record animals’ sniffing behavior or 
manipulate sniffing activity with either unilateral naris occultation of the nasal turbinate 
or artificial sniff cannulas while they are engaged in odor sampling to determine whether 
there are any changes in sniff frequency and phase locking of neurons to sniffing in 
gonadally intact versus gonadectomized mice. Such a study will result in a better 
understanding of the functional role of sniffing in odor perception and its resultant 
behavior.  The present study focused only on the response of males to urinary odors and 
the role testosterone plays, but future work should also look at role of estrogen and 
progesterone on the female mouse PC response to urinary odors, and investigate whether 
ovariectomy will result in similar deficits seen in male mice. This would allow 
investigators to determine if there were any sex differences in sniffing rates and 
amplitudes towards various social or non-social odors. By closely examining sniffing 
patterns and odor guided behaviors in males and females one could also examine if there 
were any sexually dimorphic strategies in completing these odorant tasks or differences 
in sniffing patterns depending on odor type, concertation or trail period (highly motived 
initial trial periods versus less motivated later periods of the trial).     
Studies have shown that excitatory responses in the pPC are more complex in 
nature than in the aPC. Pervious work has shown that axonal projections from MOB M/T 
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cells are significantly different in aPC compared to pPC  (Haberly 2001, Litaudon et al 
2003).  Odor evoked neuronal activity that are phase-locked to respiration in the pPC 
occurs at either at the early inspiration phase or later expiration phase, while aPC neurons 
that fire phase-locked with respiration, do so only at the transition phase of the inspiration 
and expiration cycle (Litaudon et al 2003). In the present study I recorded exclusively 
from the aPC but future studies should look into understanding how pheromonal odors 
are processed at the pPC and whether gonadal status of an animals can modulate its 
physiological properties like firing rate, phase-locking to respiration and field potential 
oscillations. Such an approach would shed more light in understanding how changes in 
neuronal synaptic connectivity results in differences in responding to odor stimuli.    
One of the things we cannot rule out from the chapter 4 study is that a different 
set of parameters to stimulate AOB neurons than those used in the current study (5mW 
power at the tip of the fiber optic cannula with 20-Hz frequency at 5 ms pulse width) we 
could have generated different behavioral responses. Future studies should look at the 
impact of laser light power intensity, frequency and pulse width, as these could induce 
profound and long lasting changes in the neuronal properties or its synaptic connections. 
In our study we used diluted odor stimulus and saw selective enhancement of 
investigatory time for female diluted urine, one could ask whether optogenetic activation 
of AOB neurons able increase animals’ investigatory time for undiluted 100% female 
urine. It would been interesting to see whether there is ceiling effect on the investigatory 
time or could artificial activation further improve their innate interest in investigating 
opposite sex urinary odor. Such an experiment will further elucidate how AOB neurons 
encode social odors and whether increase or decrease in neuronal activity could directly 
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lead to increase or decrease in behavioral response.   In optogenetics we have the 
flexibility to manipulate stimulating light intensity power and millisecond temporal 
precision but requires bulky fiber-optic patch cord to be head mounted on animals. Using 
DREADD technology we can bypass animal surgery to install head mounted patch cord, 
but on the flip side we would lose the temporal precision and the ability to manipulate the 
intensity of stimulation. Current work is limited to male subjects but future work should 
also focus on female mice. We can hypothesize that AOB activation in female mice 
would increase their interest in investigating diluted male urinary odors compared to 
same sex diluted female urine. We could also speculate that activating either or both 
AOB and MOB M/T cells in female mice would increase their copulatory behaviors like 
lordosis. Such studies would allow investigators to see whether male and female mice 
differentially processes pheromonal odors and whether activation of olfactory processing 
neurons alone could compensate and reinstate copulatory behaviors like mounting and 
lordosis in the absence of gonadal hormones. Some studies have shown that there are 
gonadal steroid-independent male sexual behaviors in certain rodent species. Both 
Siberian hamsters (Park et al 2004) and hybrid B6D2F1 mice (Manning & Thompson 
1976) show male typical copulatory behavior long (25 weeks) after they are castrated. 
These persistent copulators not only retained the copulatory behaviors long after 
castration but also showed appetitive behaviors like preference for estrous female soiled 
bedding over male soiled bedding.  Therefore it is possible that a non-gonadal hormone 
promoting mechanism exists for motivating rodents to show preference for opposite sex 
pheromones and sexual behavior.     
CONCLUSION 
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 Understanding the mechanisms governing the neurobiology of olfaction has 
always been challenging.  In the visual or auditory system the detected stimuli can be 
described by a discrete numerical metric. For example, the color blue can be described as 
a ~450 nm wavelength of light and the noise created by the average food blender can be 
described as a ~88 dB sound. Odors however, have yet to be defined by such discrete 
numerical metrics. Currently we have no way to correctly predict how a given molecule 
will be perceived as specific smell. Unlike other sensory modalities, odors are 
multidimensional objects. There are ~1000 different odorant receptor types each tuned to 
a particular odor structure, odors in general are composed to multimolecular chemicals 
that decay and disperse over time at varying speeds. Added to the dimensionality is the 
affective valence put on odorant molecules, due to its unique anatomical place in the 
brain where it has privileged reciprocal monosynaptic connections to emotional and 
memory centers of the brain like amygdala, hippocampus and orbitofrontal cortex, 
bypassing thalamus (Gottfried 2010).  Studying olfaction in rodents is even more 
complicated as rodents, like mice, have multiple distinct odor processing subsystems. The 
main olfactory system (MOS), the accessory olfactory system (AOS), the Septal organ of 
Masera (SO) and the Grueneberg ganglion cells (GG) all detect and process odors 
(Munger et al 2009).  The experiments presented in this thesis highlight another layer of 
complexity in the study of olfaction in rodents by revealing that neuromodulators, 
specifically gonadal hormones, also exert a vast influence over odor detection, processing 
and behavioral responses to odors. In the face of all these complexities, it may feel like 
trying to understand how the olfactory system works is an insurmountable problem. 
However, with new emerging and ever improving technologies like optogenetics and 
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electrophysiology that were utilized in this thesis, as well as chemogenetics and imaging 
technologies, the ability to probe the complex network of the olfactory system is now 
within our reach.  
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